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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MEMORANDUM DECISION
IN THE MATTER OF THE DISCIPLINE
OF:

Case No. 000903289
Honorable ANNE M. STIRBA

SHARON E. SONNENREICH, #4 918,
Court Clerk: Marcy Thorne
Respondent.
January 8, 2001

The above-entitled matter comes before the Court pursuant to
respondent's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. The Court heard
oral argument with respect to the motion on November 13, 2000.
Following the hearing, the matter was taken under advisement.
The Court having considered the motion, memoranda, and for the
good cause shown hereby enters the following ruling.
This matter comes before the Court the result of the filing of
a Complaint by the Office of Professional Conduct (N>OPC") against
Sharon E. Sonnenreich ("Sonnenreich") due to her alleged failure to
timely pay her licensing fees.
Specifically,

with

this

motion,

Sonnenreich

argues

the

following:
1.

The Utah Bar has no power to suspend attorneys or judges,
only the Utah Supreme Court can suspend and does so only
with prior notice.

2.

This action can, by statute and rule, only be instituted
by the Utah Board of Bar Commissioners. See Utah Code

IN RE SONNENREICH
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Ann. § 78-51-251 and Rule of Bar Integration and
Management C20.
On its face, the Complaint was
instituted by OPC and the head of the screening panel,
parties with no authority to do so without Bar Commission
permission.
3.

The complaint in a lawyer discipline action must state
"in plain and concise language the facts upon which the
charge of unprofessional conduct is based and the
applicable provisions of the Rules of Professional
Conduct." Rule 11 (a) of the Rules of Discipline. This

1

78-51-25. Practicing without a license prohibited - Action
or proceedings to enforce - Exception.
No person who is not duly admitted and
licensed to practice law within this state
nor any person whose right or license to so
practice has terminated either by disbarment,
suspension, failure to pay his license fee or
otherwise, shall practice or assume to act or
hold himself out to the public as a person
qualified to practice or carry on the calling
of a lawyer within the state. Such practice,
or assumption to act or holding out, by any
such unlicensed or disbarred ox suspended
person shall not constitute a crime, but this
prohibition against the practice of law by
any such person shall be enforced by such
civil action or proceedings, including quo
warranto, contempt or injunctive proceedings,
as may be necessary and appropriate, which
action or which proceedings shall be
instituted by the board of commissioners of
the Utah State Bar; providing, that in any
action or proceeding to enforce the
prohibition against the practice of law, the
accused shall be entitled to a trial by jury.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit a
person who is unlicensed as an attorney from
personally representing his own interests in
a cause to which he is a party in his own
right and not as assignee.
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Complaint does not.
The complaint must be predicated upon a finding in the
screening panel of "probable cause to believe that there
are grounds for public discipline and that a formal
complaint is merited." Rule of Discipline 11. On its
face, the Complaint is not so grounded and Sonnenreich
has never been presented with such a finding.
The Utah State Bar opposes the motion on the following
grounds:
Power to suspend attorneys for both non-compliance in
paying licensing fees and for attorney disciplinary
reasons has been delegated to the Utah State Bar by the
Utah Supreme Court.
Respondent relies on Utah Code sections which have been
superseded by the Bar's Rules for Integration and
Management, Rules of Lawyer Discipline and Disability and
formal Bar licensing policies, the bases for which are
grounded in Article VII, Section 4 of the Utah
Constitution,
amended
effective
July,
1, 1995.
Respondent also relies on Rule III. T. in the Rules of
Integration and Management which does not apply to
attorneys licensed in this state, but only to individuals
who have never been admitted to practice law in the State
of Utah.
The Complaint filed in this action by the OPC sets forth
the facts upon which the charges of unprofessional
conduct are based in plain and concise language and also
states the applicable provisions of the Rules of
Professional Conduct pursuant to Rule 11(a) of the Rules
of Lawyer Discipline and Disability and the Rules of
Civil Procedure.
As set forth in the Complaint filed in this action by the
OPC, on March 30, 2000, a Screening Panel of the Ethics
and Discipline Committee found probable cause to believe
that there are grounds for public discipline pursuant to
Rule 11 of the Rules of Lawyer Discipline and Disability.
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As an initial matter, it is important to note that both the
Bar and Sonnenreich agree her suspension was " administrative.''
This is critical because in the case of In Re Crandall, wherein
Crandall was suspended and ultimately disbarred for failure to
timely pay his fees, the Utah Supreme Court held "there is no
logical connection between an attorney's failure to pay his or her
licensing fee and claimed unfitness to practice law." Ld. at 1196.
The Court instructed the Bar that it could not punish an attorney
for alleged ethics violations "either caused or aggravated by the
suspension."

id. at 1197.

The Court expressly forbad the Bar

from using the administrative suspension procedure as an "end-run
approach" around other procedures for disciplining attorneys. Id.
at 1196. Finally, the Court noted that by premising discipline on
its

own

administrative

suspension,

the

Bar

had

evaded

the

requirement that it bear the burden of presenting evidence of the
attorney's lack of fitness to practice and establishing harm to the
public.

Id.

By premising Sonnenreich's violation of Rule 5.5, which
forbids

practicing

while

suspended,

on

an

administrative

suspension, the Bar is doing exactly what the Court forbade in
Crandall.

Indeed, Sonnenreich's violation of Rule 5.5 was caused

by the administrative suspension and was not premised on the OPC
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demonstrating Sonnenreich had "irreparably" damaged the public and
committed a violation of the code of professional conduct or was
suffering from a disability as required by Rule 18 of the Rules of
Lawyer Discipline and Disability.
Additionally, the Court in Crandall made clear the necessity
for actual notice. In this case, it is undisputed no actual notice
of the alleged suspension was received by Sonnenreich.
Furthermore, with respect to probable cause, it is undisputed
the screening panel was scrupulous in indicating Sonnenreich's
conduct was merely "negligent."
Sheet.

See Screening Panel Information

Moreover, the .. screening panel also found the alleged

misconduct caused no actual injury to a party, the public or the
legal system nor actual interference with a legal proceeding. Id.
at p. 3.

When those factors are not present, only minor forms of

discipline such as a reprimand or admonition are usually called
for.

See Rule 4.3; Rule 4.4.
Turning

to

OPC's

claimed

sources

"administratively suspend," the first,

of

authority

to

"board-approved licensing

policies and procedures" are dated January, 2000, and have no
bearing on the suspension in September, 1999. Indeed, according to
the Clerk of the Utah Supreme Court, such have not been presented,
let alone approved, by the Utah Supreme Court.
respect

Finally, with

to the second source, the Utah Supreme Court's 1993

MEMORANDA
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Integration Order, the Utah Supreme Court held in 1997 that:
The change ii 1 tl: ie ii litial formal adjudicatioi i
of Bar complaints did not alter the unique
constitutional .role that this Court has in
attorney discipline case£- Article VIII,
section 4 of the Utah Constitution states,
,f
The Supreme Court by rule shall govern the
practice of law, including admission to
practice law and the conduct: and discipline of
persons admitted to practice law."' See also In.
re McCune, 717 P. 2d 701, 704-05 (Utah 1986)
(reaffirming
this
Court's
constitutional
authority and responsibility for attorney
discipline)
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indication in the Complaint as to what specific actions were taken
by Sonnenreich.
Based upon the forgoing, judgment on the pleadings as sought
by respondent is appropriate.
DATED this

(

day of January, 2001.
BY THE COURT

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 000903289 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
M,M i I

Mail

Ma\1

Mail

Dated this \<^

day of

'JU'

NAME
LATHERINE A FOX
ATTORNEY PET
64 5 SOUTH 20 0 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 3 41.11
CHARLES A GRUBER
ATTORNEY PET
UTAH STATE BAR
64 5 SOUTH 200 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111
JAMES S LOWRIE
ATTORNEY RES
170 SOUTH MAIN, #1500
P.O. BOX 45444
SALT LAKE CITY UT 8.41450444
BILLY L WALKER
ATTORNEY PET
64 5 SOUTH 2 00 EAST .
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111

2 0 o"

Deputy Court Clerk

Paqe 1 (last)

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MINUTE ENTRY
IN THE MATTER OF THE DISCIPLINE
OF:

Case No. 000903289
Honorable ANNE M. STIRBA

SHARON E. SONNENREICH, #4 918,
Court Clerk: Marcy Thome
Respondent.
March 30, 2001

The above-entitled matter comes before the Court pursuant to
the OPC's Notice of Objection to Proposed Judgment and Ms.
Sonnenreich's response thereto. In reviewing these materials, a
clerical error has come to the Court's attention. Specifically,
although Sonnenreich moved for judgment on the pleadings, she
accompanied her initial memorandum with^an affidavit. Moreover,
OPC filed an affidavit in support of their opposition.
Accordingly, although submitted as a judgment on the pleadings, the
Court could, and did, consider the matter under Rule 56.
Specifically, the Court made a finding that Sonnenreich received no
notice of the purported suspension. In this regard, it was error
to state that judgment on the pleadings was granted.
As to the remaining objections, the Court finds, respondent's
[Revised Form of] Judgment to accurately reflect the decision of
this Court. Accordingly, respondent is asked to submit a corrected
proposed form of judgment1 for the Court's signature.
DATED this 2>Q

x

day of March, 2001.

The form of judgment should include aforementioned
correction.
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MINUTE ENTRY

BY THE COURT

3>T

5/>^/
ffrs*

ANNE M. STIRBA
DISTRICT COURT

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 000903289 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
Mail

Mail

Mail

Mail

^

Dated this d?

day of

NAME
KATHERINE A FOX
ATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 200 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
CHARLES A GRUBER
ATTORNEY PET
UTAH STATE BAR
645 SOUTH 2 00 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111
JAMES S LOWRIE
ATTORNEY RES
170 SOUTH MAIN, #1500
P.O. BOX 45444
SALT LAKE CITY UT 841450444
BILLY L WALKER
ATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 200 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111
2 0Of

C\

Deputy Cbtfrt Clerk

Page 1 (last)
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
In the matter of the
Discipline of:

r
]

JUDGMENT

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918

]

Civil No. 000903289
Judge Anne M. Stirba

Respondent.

The above-entitled matter came before the Court for hearing on November 13, 2000.
The court having considered the Motion, Memoranda and other supporting materials (including
the Affidavit of Respondent on the issue of actual notice) and the argument of counsel and
having entered a Memorandum Decision granting the Respondent's Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings. Now therefore, the Court hereby orders judgment' as follows:
1.

Pursuant to Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the Complaint in the

above-captioned matter be and hereby is dismissed with prejudice on the merits.
2.

The Court retains jurisdiction of this matter to consider Respondent's motion for

costs and attorney fees under the Fourteenth Defense under Utah Code Section 78-27-56.
Dated this &

day of /N/UC-

_, 2001.
BY.3

ftfa-

L

The Honorable Arihe
Third Judicial District

A*

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the AllT<W of April, 2001,1 caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT, to me mailed, postage prepaid, to the following:
Billy L. Walker, Senior Counsel
Katherine A. Fox, General Counsel
Utah State Bar - Office of Professional Conduct
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MEMORANDUM DECISION
IN THE MATTER OF THE DISCIPLINE
OF:

Case No. 000903289

SHARON E. SONNENREICH, #4918,

HonorabL3 MICHAEL BURTON

Respondent.

Court Cl<=rk: Marcy Thorne

This matter comes before the Court pursuant to respondent's
Motion for Attorney Fees.

The Court heard oral argument with

respect to the motion on October 16, 2001. Following the hearing,
the matter was taken under advisement.
The Court having considered the motion and memoranda and for
the good cause shown, hereby enters the following ruling.
With this motion, respondent seeks an award of attorney fees
pursuant to Utah Code § 78-27-56.1

According to the statute a two

1

78-27-56. Attorney!s fees - Award where action or defense
in bad faith - Exceptions.
(1) In civil actions, the court shall award
reasonable attorney's fees to a prevailing
party if the court determines that the action
or defense to the action was without merit
and not brought or asserted in good faith,
except under Subsection (2) .
(2) The court, in its discretion, may award

Page 2
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Specifically, "the court shall award

attorney fees to the prevailing party only if it determines (1)
that the action is without merit and
brought in bad faith.
statute,

(2) that the action was

If the court finds both elements of the

then it has no discretion

and must

attorney fees to the prevailing party.7'

award

reasonable

Watkiss and Campbell v.

Foa and Son, 808 P.2d 1061, 1068 (Utah 1991).
With

the

aforementioned

in

mind,

respondent

argues

the

Complaint was without merit as a matter of law because Bar staff
failed to disclose the controlling precedent of In re Crandall, 784
P.2d 1193 (Utah 1989) and also failed to disclose and distinguish
In re Discipline of Schwenke, 849 P.2d 573, 5765, wherein the Utah
Supreme Court held that "in suspension of disbarment proceedings,
actual notice is essential."

£d.

In addition, respondent argues

in September 1999, the Bar had no authority to administratively
suspend

any

one,

as

such was

not

permitted

by

the

Rules

of

Integration, Rules of Lawyer Discipline and Disability, Rules of
Professional Conduct and the Utah Constitution.

no fees or limited fees against a party under
Subsection (1), but only if the court:
(a) finds the party has filed an affidavit of
impecuniosity in the action before the court;
or
(b) the court enters in the record the reason
for not awarding fees under the provisions of
Subsection (1).
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Moreover,
motivated

by

asserts
personal

respondent,
animus

in

MEMORANDUM DECISION

this

action

response

was

to

a

apparently
letter

Ms.

Sonnenreich wrote to Bar staff counsel's supervisor complaining of
staff counsel Carol Stewart's demeanor in her pre-litigation stage
of this matter, wherein she alleges Ms. Stewart called her a
"liar."2

This is further supported, argues respondent, by the fact

that this Complaint was brought despite the screening panel finding
only negligence.
Finally, respondent argues it was bad faith and a crime for
bar

staff

to submit

false

copies of the applicable

Rules of

Integration and claiming policies and procedures dated January 2000
were "current board-approved licensing policies and procedures."
The OPC opposes the motion arguing that despite the Court's
ruling, it believes Crandall does not forbid the OPC from taking
the action it did in this case.

Indeed, argues the OPC, the

Procedures of the Utah State Bar, which were in effect at the time
Crandall was prosecuted, included a rule permitting the Bar to
suspend attorneys for failure to pay their fees.3

Moreover, argues

the OPC, Rule 8 also explicitly provides that "[a]ny attorney who

2

Ms. Sonnenreich further asserts that Ms. Stewart called
some of her clients and former co-workers and let them know Ms.
Sonnenreich was being investigated, in violation of Rule 15.
3

The OPC asserts that unlike Crandall, Ms. Sonnenreich was
immediately reinstated upon payment of her fees.

Page 4
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shall practice law while suspended for non-payment of the license
fees

violates

disciplined

the

Rules

for practicing

of

Professional

while

suspended

Conduct

and

may

be

for non-payment

of

dues."
As for the Schwenke case, the OPC contends it is inapplicable
as the Supreme Court asserted that actual notice of the hearing is
essential, however, in the context of administrative suspensions,
there is no hearing.

Moreover, asserts the OPC, Rule 8 only

requires notice to the non-complying member at the address on
record at the Bar, which occurred in the present matter.
With respect to the incorrect documents, the OPC contends it
did not deliberately use false documents and, indeed, the version
of the Rules of Integration it supplied superseded the version
applicable at the time relevant to this case and its being supplied
to the Court was an honest mistake.

Mor-eover, notes the OPC, the

last page of the exhibit it submitted states that the rules had
been amended.
Finally, as for animosity, the OPC denies this action was
filed based upon any personal motive, but rather, the Complaint was
pursued in response to the directive of the Screening Panel and
consistent with the Rules.
As noted above, "the court shall award attorney fees to the
prevailing party only if it determines

(1) that the action is

Page 5
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without merit and (2) that the action was brought in bad faith. If
the court finds both elements of the statute, then it has no
discretion

and

must

prevailing party."

award

reasonable

attorney

fees

to

the

Watkiss and Campbell v. Foa and Son, 808 P.2d

1061, 1068 (Utah 1991) .
Applying the aforementioned to the facts of this case, it
appears Judge Stirba in her ruling found the Crandall and Schwenke
cases to be applicable in this matter, thus resulting in a finding
that the action was found to be clearly meritless.
As to the issue of whether the Complaint was brought in bad
faith, "In order to find-that a party acted in bad faith, the trial
court must determine that at least one of the following factors
existed: (i) The party lacked an honest belief in the propriety of
the

activities

in

question;

(ii) the party

intended

to

take

unconscionable advantage of others; or (iii) the party intended to
or acted with the knowledge that the activities in question would
hinder, delay, or defraud others." See Cadv v. Johnson, 671 P.2d
149, 151 (Utah 1983).

Obviously an accusation that a party has

brought a complaint in bad faith is a serious matter.

However, in

the present case, given the lack of foundation for the action,4
combined with the total lack of a factual basis on the issue of
notice, the Court finds this matter could not have been brought

Particularly true in light of the existing case law.

IN RE SONNENREICH
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with an honest belief in its propriety.
Based upon the forgoing, respondent's motion is granted.
Respondent's counsel is asked to prepare the appropriate affidavit
of fees and submit the same to the Court.5
This Memorandum Decision constitutes the Order regarding the
matters addressed herein.
DATED this / k

No further order is required.

day of November, 2001.
BY THE COURT

Respondent submitted additional briefing to the Court
following the hearing. Such was objected to by the OPC and not
considered by the Court in arriving at its decision.

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 000903289 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
Mail

Mail

Mail

Mail

Dated t h i s / ^ a y

NAME
KATHERINE A FOX
ATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 2 00 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
JAMES S LOWRIE
ATTORNEY RES
170 SOUTH MAIN, #1500
P.O. BOX 45444
SALT LAKE CITY UT 841450444
KATE A. TOOMEY
ATTORNEY PET
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City UT 841110000
BILLY L WALKER
ATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 200 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111

of ^IfoJ

Deputy
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« t f D DISTRICT COL „,
'n/rd Judicial District
James S. Lowrie (USB #2007)
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & McDONOUGH
Attorney for Respondent
1500 Wells Fargo Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0444
Telephone: (801)521-3200

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
In the matter of the
Discipline of:

}

ATTORNEYS' FEES AFFIDAVIT

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918

}

Civil No. 000903289

}

Judge Michael K. Burton

Respondent

On November 16, 2001, this Court granted Respondent's Motion for Attorneys' Fees
pursuant to Utah Code §78-27-56. This Affidavit is filed pursuant to the Court's instructions in its
November 16, 2001 memorandum decision and pursuant to Utah Rule of Judicial Administration 4-505.
STATE OF UTAH

)

) ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
James S. Lowrie, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Utah, am a member of

the law firm Jones, Waldo, Holbrook & McDonough (the "Firm"), am the attorney for Respondent
Sharon E. Sonnenreich (Sonnenreich) in the above-entitled action, and have either performed or
supervised the legal work performed for Sonnenreich by the Firm.
2.
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I have personal knowledge of all the matters stated herein, and, if called to testify, I

would and could testify thereto.
3.

In the course of the Firm's service as legal counsel for Sonnenreich, I and other

Firm employees have maintained daily time records for the purpose of itemizing all legal services
expended and costs advanced for the benefit of Sonnenreich in connection with this action. True and
correct excerpts from those itemized time records are attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
4.

Thoe records, as excerpted in Exhibit " V retlect thai hi p\een April 26, 2000, and

today, the Firm has expended at least 110.25 hours ($25,623.25) of attorney time and 11.5 hours
($795) of paralegal and librarian time as set forth in Exhibit "A," resulting in total incurred fees
through Today, in the amount of $26,418.25. In addition, Sonnenreich has incurred necessary costs
and expenses in connection with this action in the amount of $690.76, including Legal Messenger
$25.75, Lexis research charges $244.50, Utah Supreme Court Library copy charges $27.75, telephone
charges $22.60, photocopies (IKON) $362.60 and postage $356.00. These expenses are reflected on
Exhibit B. Sonnenreich's total fees and costs through October 19, 1998 therefore total $27,213.25.
5.

Based on my twenty-nine years of experience as an attorney in the state of Utah, my

knowledge of the hourly rates customarily charged by attorneys of like experience, and my knowledge
of the amount of time customarily required to perform the activities involved in this engagement, it is
my opinion that the total time which the Firm has devoted to this matter and the hourly rates which the
Firm has charged to Sonnerutu Ji ,JIL necessary and reasonable In fact in this instance the fees are
conservative because Sonnenreich, an accomplished attorney in her own right, rendered valuable cost
savings assistance to her case by doing research, initially drafting pleadings and briefs and legal
arguments and consulting on her defense. Additionally, I am of the opinion that many of the fees were
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additionally necessitated by the Petitioner's recalcitrance in providing proper copies and versions of the
Rules for Integration of the Utah State Bar, in rearguing and rebriefing Judge Stirba's initial decision on
the merits, under the guise of an objection to a form of order and in unsuccessfully appealing a non-final
judgment to the Utah Supreme Court.
6.

I further certify that the rates charged and amounts of time spent on this matter are

comparable to those rates charged to and time expended for clients for whom Jones, Waldo, Hoi brook
and McDonough has rendered comparable legal services during the same period of time.
DATED this ^ / * ^ day of December, 2001.

JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH

JameslS. Cowrie (U^B &607)
Attorney for Respondent

James S. Lowrie

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i s - ^ S a y of December, 2001.
NOTARY PUBLIC
CYNTHIA L HANSEN
1500 Wells Fargo Piaza
170 South Main
Salt lake City, UT 84101-1844
Comm. Exp. July 13, 2003

STATE OF UTAH

(Seal)

5!63IOvl

L

NOTARY PUBLIC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this />'V^~~ day of December, 2001,1 caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing ATTORNEYS' FEES AFFIDAVIT to be hand-delivered to Counsel for the Judgment
Debtor:
Ms. Mary Kate Toomey
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

£=±2-^£
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Date

Tkpr

Client Matter

04/26/00 JSL
04/27/00 JSL
04/27/00 LMF

12392
12392
12392

1
1
1

04/28/00
05/01/00
05/04/00
05/08/00

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1

05/10/00
05/12/00
05/17/00
05/18/00
05/18/00
05/19/00

JSL
JSL
JSL
JCD
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1
1
1

05/22/00 JCD

12392

1

05/22700
05/24/00
05/26/00
06/08/00

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1

06/09/00 JSL
06/21/00 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

06/22/00 JSL

12392

1

06/28/00 JSL
06/29/00 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

06/30/00 JSL
07/05/00 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

07/07/00 JSL
07/08/00 JSL
07/09/00 JSL

12392
12392
12392

1
1
1

07/10/00 JSL

12392

1

Amount Hours Narrative
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; brief conference with Deno Himonas; initiate new engagement notk
115
0.5
230
1 Receive and review materials from David Sonnenreich; assignment to Lewis Francis.
145
1 Office conference with Jim Lowrie regarding issues; research unauthorized practice of law.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich and interview her, research in Utah Code; begin review of Sharon
690
3 Sonnenreich materials; receive research report
460
2 Review Skordas file and client-generated materials.
172.5
0.75 Revise draft answer and overview draft memorandum.
34.5
0.15 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; review revised draft answer, discuss motion approach, settlement possibilities;
310.5
1.35 additional telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
115
0.5 Talk to Sharon Sonnenreich; review edits to brief.
69
0.3 Edits to memorandum.
140
2 Cite-checked memorandum and proof-read the brief.
460
2 Review draft memorandum; write introductory fact statement.
230
1 Review draft memo.
General assistance to attorney Lowrie in compiling a motion to dismiss; trip to the state bar to determine if the Bar
210
3 Commissioners had conducted a meeting to confer on status of the case.
Work on answer and brief; telephone conference with Sharon regarding issues including jury demand; voice mail frorr
2.75 Sharon regarding jury, no demand.
632.5
0.25 Telephone conference with DNS office; instructions to secretary.
57.5
0.25 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
57.5
2 Telephone conference; review Sharon Sonnenreich's redraft; make specific comments to Sharon Sonnenreich.
460
Meet with Sharon Sonnenreich; finalize and file brief, motion and affidavit; prepare overlength motion and order; prepc
4 certificate of service; file and serve all documents.
920
0.2 Receive call from Carol Stewart, OPC counsel.
46
Telephone conference with DNS; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; voice mail to Carol Stewart; additio
115
0.5 voice mail from Sharon Sonnenreich regarding Bar's web site.
Receive response memo on motion for judgment on the pleadings; instructions regarding getting to Sharon Sonnenrei
34.5
0.15
402.5
1.75 Review response memo; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; letter to Carol Stewart.
Receive letter from Carol Stewart (Billy Walker); advise Sharon Sonnenreich; discuss various issues with Sharon
1 Sonnenreich; instruction to John Donovan.
230
46
0.2 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; discuss work schedule.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; discuss extension; directions to secretary regarding copies of
0.35 correspondence to Sharon Sonnenreich.
80.5
2 Review Sharon Sonnenreich draft along with OPC response.
460
1.75 Additional review of OPC brief and of rule materials; edit conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
402.5
Dictate letter to Carol Stewart; discuss issues; dictate second letter, telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; t;
149.5
0.65 with DNS.

07/11/00 JCD

12392

175

07/11/00 JSL
07/12/00 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

460
92

07/13/00 OZE
07/18/00 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

82.5
345

07/19/00 JSL

12392

1

460

07/20/00
07/28/00
07/30/00
08/02/00

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1

690
57.5
80.5
34.5

08/03/00
08/21/00
09/13/00
09/18/00
09/19/00
11/03/00
11/05/00
11/06/00
11/08/00
11/09/00
11/10/00
11/13/00
12/26/00

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

57.5
23
46
80.5
34.5
46
230
80.5
34.5
460
805
805
23

01/16/01 JSL

12392

1

402.5

01/29/01 JSL
01/30/01 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

115
115

PhorWcall to the Bar to seTure information; trip W the Utah SupremeTOurtto determine wfHt they had in terms oTWntten
policies for the Utah Bar; research at the Supreme Court Law Library to determine if they had any resources on this
2.5 issue.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; telephone conference with Carol Stewart; memo to file; voice mail from
Carol Stewart; second voice mail from Carol Stewart; report to Sharon Sonnenreich; conference with Gary Sackett;
instruct John Donovan; review and transmit John Donovan's affidavit to Sharon Sonnenreich; file memos to Sharon
Sonnenreich; receive and begin review of redraft reply memo; additional telephone conferences with Sharon
2 Sonnenreich; review redraft.
0.4 Additional research regarding operative rules.
Locate and print the Rules of Integration for the Utah State Bar and any amendments to the rules. Searched Utah State
Court web site and Utah State Bar web site. Called Administrative Office of the Courts to find out when Rules were
1.5 amended. Went to Clerk's Office, Appellate Court, to obtain copy of May 15, 2000 amendment.
1.5 Receive redraft of reply memo; review and revise.
Instructions to staff; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; review changes; additional meeting and review with
2 Sharon Sonnenreich on redraft.
Revise brief; prepare additional pleadings; work with Sharon Sonnenreich to finalize documents; telephone conference
3 with Carol Stewart; letter confirming conversation; telephone call to David Sonnenreich.
0.25 Telephone conference with Carol Stewart; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.35 Receive voice mail from Carol Stewart; instructions to Jeff Shields.
0.15 Receive voice mail; call to Sharon Sonnenreich.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; letter to Carol Stewart regarding submission procedures and Judge
0.25 Stirba.
0.1 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding status.
0.2 Voice mail from Biilie Walker; voice mail back.
0.35 Conference call with Biilie Walker and Judge Stirba's clerk; instructions to secretary to advise Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.15 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding schedule.
0.2 Telephone conference with David Sonnenreich.
1 Review materials.
0.35 Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.15 Conference regarding submission to court
2 Prepare for hearing; review materials; consult with Sharon Sonnenreich.
3.5 Additional hearing preparation.
3.5 Additional hearing preparation; attend hearing and present argument; discuss afterward with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.1 Brief consultation on status of pending Motion.
Receive Court's decision granting motion; advise client; review decision; additional consultation with client; draft form of
1.75 judgment.
Receive message from Katherine Fox; check rules on due date of Order; instructions given to Cindy Hansen; telephone
conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; speak with David Sonnenreich; additional telephone conference with Sharon
0.5 Sonnenreich; revise Judgment; fax to Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.5 Revise Judgment; hand-detiver Judgment to Kathryn Fox; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.

01/31/01 BEW

12392

108

01/31/01 JSL

12392

345

02/01/01 BEV.

12392

144

02/01/01
02/02/01
02/05/01
02/07/01
02/14/01
02/15/01
02/16/01
02/20/01

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

172.5
57.5
23
92
230
149.5
80.5
230

02/21/01
02/22/01
02/23/01
05/07/01

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392

195.5
345
80.5
37.5

05/14/01 JSL
05/24/01 JSL

12392
12392

37.5
87.5

05/30/01
06/01/01
06/05/01
06/07/01
06/10/01

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

500
250
250
212.5
125

06/11/01 JSL
06/12/01 BEW
06/13/01 BEW

12392
12392
12392

375
292.5
58.5

06/13/01
06/14/01
06/15/01
06/19/01
06/27/01

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

150
375
125
25
250

06/29/01 JSL

12392

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

1

125

Conference with Jim Lowrie regarding attorney fee issue; conduct brief research on constitutional and statutory
0.6 provisions.
Telephone conference with Sharon E. Sonnenreich; review Sharon E. Sonnenreich draft of memorandum seeking
1.5 attorney fees; discuss with Bruce Wycoff; brief legal research regarding Pendleton case and regarding Utah code.
Conference with Jim Lowrie, telephone conference with client regarding legal issues; locate prior research or standard for
0.8 bad faith.
Discuss issues with Bruce Wycoff; conference call with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding procedural and governmental
0.75 immunity issues.
0.25 Letter to Judge Stirba regarding Judgment.
0.1 Voice mail from Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.4 Faxed Sharon Sonnenreich a copy of the Bar's objections; conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
1 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; e-mail Sharon Sonnenreich; consultation with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.65 Review redraft of response to objections.
0.35 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; letter to Court
1 Review draft Response to Objections; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
Review revised Response to Objections; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; review second revised
0.85 Response; instructions for inpuL
1.5 Work on Judgment and Response.
0.35 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding her case; finalize filing.
0.15 Voice mail from Sharon Sonnenreich regarding attorney fees.
Receive call from Sharon Sonnenreich stating she is working at home and can be reached at 487-2764; telephone
0.15 conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.35 Receive Notice of Appeal; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; fax to Sharon Sonnenreich.
Review draft motion and memo for sanctions; review two drafts of Rule 11 motion; two conferences with Sharon
2 Sonnenreich; review Rules on Utah Law on disk.
1 Finalize Rule 11 Safe Harbor submission.
1 Conference regarding motion.
0.85 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; locate and e-mail Carol Stewart; voice message transcriptions.
0.5 Receive and begin review draft motion for sanctions.
Complete review of Sharon Sonnenreich's draft; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; review comments and
1.5 approach.
1.5 Review draft pleadings.
0.3 Conferences with James Lowrie regarding proposed changes to draft pleadings.
Review Bruce Wycoff s comments; brief conference with Bruce Wycoff; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenrefeh;
0.6 letter to Kate Toomey.
1.5 Work with Sharon Sonnenreich on filing motions regarding attorney fees and regarding appeal.
0.5 Receive two messages to call Sharon Sonnenreich; telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.1 Receive filed copies of motions.
1 Receive and review responsive memoranda; transmit to Sharon Sonnenreich.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; receive e-mail from Kristy at David Sonnenreich's office; download and
0.5 review draft reply memorandum; instructions given to Bruce Wycoff; telephone conference with Kristy.

07/02/01 BEW
07/10/01 JSL
07/11/01 JSL

12392
12392
12392

1
1
1

497.25
37.5
250

07/12/01 BEW
07/12/01 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

585
375

07/26/01 JSL

12392

1

187.5

07/27/01 JSL
08/02/01 JSL
08/09/01 JSL

12392
12392
12392

1
1
1

87.5
37.5
37.5

08/13/01 JSL
08/30/01 JSL

12392
12392

1
1

87.5
37.5

08/31/01 JSL
09/05/01 JSL
09/07/01 JCD

12392
12392
12392

t
I
I

162.5
87.5
75

09/07/01
09/10/01
09/16/01
09/17/01
09/24/01
09/25/01
09/28/01

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

I
I
I
I
I
1
1

62.5
62.5
500
625
25
25
37.5

10/01/01
10/01/01
10/03/01
10/05/01
10/08/01
10/15/01

JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JSL
JCD

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1

1

87.5
87.5
125
37.5
75
112.5

10/15/01 JSL

12392

1

1125

10/16/01 JSL

12392

1

750

1

Telephone conferences with client regarding legal issues; review draft of memorandum; revise memorandum; multiple
2.55 telephone conferences with client regarding same.
0.15 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
1 Work on reply memorandum.
Review and revise all pleadings; conferences with James Lowrie regarding Affidavit; conference with client regarding
3 various issues; prepare all pleadings for filing and service.
1.5 Draft and revise Affidavit of James Lowrie; finalize reply brief; discussions with Bruce Wycoff in process.
Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding letter and Notice to Submit; finalize Notice to Submit; revise letter and
0.75 finalize.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich regarding Bar's response to queries regarding licensure and also
0.35 regarding letter sent.
0.15 Review letter from Kate Toomey; fax same to client.
0.15 Receive, review and docket Notice of Oral Argument; send same to client.
Telephone conference with Pat Bartholomew of the Supreme Court; call received from Pat Bartholomew regarding
hearing scheduled for September 17, 2001 at 9:00 a.m.; telephone conference with David Sonnenreich; telephone
0.35 conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.15 Receive draft letter via fax addressed to Judge Lubeck; revise letter, voice mail from Sharon Sonnenreich.
Telephone conference with Katherine Toomey; telephone conference with Marci at Judge LubecKs chambers; receive
0.65 voice mail from Marci; voice mail to Katherine Toomey; fax to Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.35 Telephone conference with Marci at Court telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; draft Notice of Hearing.
1 Pulled up cases cited in the briefs before the Utah Supreme Court.
Telephone conference with Pat Bartholomew, Supreme Court clerk, regarding argument on Motion for Summary
0.25 Disposition.
0.25 Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
2 Review materials in preparation for oral argument on Motion for Summary Disposition.
2.5 Prepare for hearing at Utah Supreme Court; appear and present argument; conference with Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.1 Voice mail from Sharon Sonnenreich; left message for Sharon Sonnenreich to call back.
0.1 Left message for Sharon Sonnenreich; receive message from Sharon Sonnenreich.
0.15 Received message to call Sharon Sonnenreich at her office; receive draft letter; finalize letter and send.
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; discuss supplemental submission; request of Kate Tomall; treatment of
0.35 amount of fees.
0.35 Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; discuss what is next required.
0.5 Receive and review order from Utah Supreme Court; fax to client
0.15 Receive annual report from Utah State Bar's Office of Professional Conduct; fax same to client.
0.3 Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich; review annual report from Utah State Bar.
1.5 General assistance in anticipation of hearing; pulled and copied cases cited in the memoranda on attorney's fees.
Preparation for argument on attorney fees; attempts to contact Sharon Sonnenreich; telephone conference with David
4.5 Sonnenreich.
Conference with Sharon Sonnenreich and Bruce Wycoff in preparation of hearing; finish preparation and attend court
3 hearing and deliver argument; additional conference with client after hearing.

10/26/01
10/26/01
10/29/01
11/01/01
11/01/01

BEW
JSL
BEW
BEW
JSL

12392
12392
12392
12392
12392

1
1
1
1
1

97 5
62 5
19 5
117
125

1/26/01 JSL

12392

1

250

11/28/01 JSL

12392

1

250

11/29/01 JSL
12/02/01 JSL

12392
12392
Total

1
1

250
125
26,418 25

Summary of Timekeeper
Bruce Wycoff
Attorney
John C Donovan Paralegal
James S Lowne Attorney
Lewis M Francis Attorney
Oresta Esquibel
Librarian

1,919 25
712 50
23,559 00
145 00
82 50
26,418 25

Review proposed letter to Judge Burton, conference with James Lowne, telephone conference with client regarding
same
Telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich, conference with Bruce Wycoff
Telephone conference with client regarding strategy
Telephone conferences with client, conference with James Lowne regarding letter to court, revise same
Letter to Judge Burton
Message to call Sharon Sonnenreich, review memorandum decision, telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich
1 regarding preparation of affidavit, receive and review draft Attorneys Fees Affidavit and Final Judgment
Work on Attorneys Fees Affidavit, including telephone conference with Sharon Sonnenreich, and conference with Bruce
1 Wycoff
Work on Attorneys Fees Affidavit including assignments to staff to assemble billing information, revise draft Affidavit
1
0 5 Review and edit exhibit for Attorneys Fees Affidavit
1218
05
0 25
0 1
06
0 5

9 95

10
99 3

1
1 5
1218

Date
06/30/00
06/30/00
06/30/00
06/30/00
05/12/00
05/26/00
06/09/00
10/12/01
07/19/00
07/19/00
05/21/00
05/28/00
06/30/00
07/16/00
08/06/00
01/21/01
01/31/01
02/11/01
02/18/01
04/15/01
05/27/01
06/10/01
06/17/01
08/05/01
08/12/01
08/31/01
10/07/01
11/04/01
11/25/01
05/21/00
05/28/00
06/30/00
07/16/00
07/23/00
07/30/00
08/06/00

Client Matter Cost Code
12392
1 Legal messenger
A
12392
Legal messenger
12392
Legal messenger
12392
1 Legal messenger
Legal messenger Total
12392
1 Lexis research
12392
1 Lexis research
12392
1 Lexis research
12392
1 Lexis research
Lexis research Total
12392
" UT Supreme Court Library copy
12392
UT Supreme Court Library copy
UT Supreme Court Library copy Total
1
Telephone
12392
12392
1 Telephone
1 Telephone
12392
12392
1 Telephone
12392
1 Telephone
A
- Telephone
12392
12392
1 Telephone
1 Telephone
12392
12392
i Telephone
1 Telephone
12392
1
12392
Telephone
1 Telephone
12392
" Telephone
12392
. Telephone
12392
1 Telephone
12392
1 Telephone
12392
12392
i Telephone
12392
i Telephone
i Telephone
12392
Telephone Total
12392
1 Photocopies (IKON)
12392
1 Photocopies (IKON)
12392
1 Photocopies (IKON)
12392
1 Photocopies (IKON)
1 Photocopies (IKON)
12392
1 Photocopies (IKON)
12392
12392
i Photocopies (IKON)

Amount
8.25
8.25
1
8.25

Narrative
LEGAL MESSENGER INC; to Judge Stirba
LEGAL MESSENGER INC; to Carole Stewart
LEGAL MESSENGER INC; to 3DC
LEGAL MESSENGER INC; to Sharon Sonnenreich

25.75
46.25
35
113.25
50
244.5
24 Esquibel, Oresta Z; copies, Supreme Court Clerk's Office
3.75 Esquibel, Oresta Z; copies Supreme Court
27.75
2

18
0.4
1.4
0.4

1.8
0.6
3.4
0.4
1.6
0.8
0.6
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.2
5.2
2.4
1.6
26.6
11.2
6.6
51.4

1.6
51.8
8.2
0.4
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James S. Lowrie (USB #2007)
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & McDONOUGH
Attorney for Respondent
1500 Wells Fargo Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0444
Telephone: (801) 521-3200
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
In the matter of the
Discipline of:

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918
Respondent

]\
\
\

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES S. LOWRIE ON THE
ISSUE OF ATTORNEYS FEES

]

Civil No. 000903289

]

Honorable Michael K. Burton

State of Utah

)
) ss.
County of Salt Lake )
James S. Lowrie, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I was admitted to the Bar on October 10, 1972. One of the first engagements upon

which I worked was to assist in a challenge to the results of the 1972 Utah State Bar Exam in
connection with charges that the Bar had improperly failed to process approximately 50% of the Bar
examinees that year. I assisted a Jones Waldo partner in the representation of at least one initially
unsuccessful applicant, On the basis of my efforts and of the partner whom I was assisting, our
client was admitted to the Bar Association.

519134vl

2.

In 1976 or 1977 the Utah State Bar's examination process again failed a large number

of applicants. In that instance I undertook the representation of two applicants and on the basis of
my efforts these applicants were admitted to the practice of law.
3.

I have also participated in the supervision of the defense of certain bar charges which

have been brought against attorneys at Jones Waldo during the past twenty years.
4.

During all of my career, part of my practice has involved aspects of administrative

law and I have periodically practiced before the National Labor Relations Board, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, the Utah State Industrial Commission and its AntiDiscrimination and Labor Division, the Utah Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission, the Utah
Department of Health and its State Health Planning and Development Agency, the Department of
Business Regulations and various municipalities and planning agencies within the municipalities.
5.

My practice has also included many court actions with such agencies including

appellate review and enforcement proceedings from decisions of such agencies.
6.

I am well-acquainted with the principles of administrative law, the powers of

administrative agencies, the interplay of the agencies* rules, the statutes, or in the case of the Bar
Association, the Rules for Integration, delegating powers, duties and responsibilities to it, and the
way in which those statutes and rules interplay with court litigation with administrative agencies.
7.

The position of the Utah State Bar vis a vis reviewing courts, or courts in which it

must file its enforcement actions is not substantively or conceptionally significantly different than
that of administrative agencies before and against whom I have practiced. When I practice in
litigation with those agencies, I always review their rules and the special statutes applicable to them.
2

In fact, when I practice in a court, including the Third Judicial District Court, 1 review its rules, and
particularly the rules applicable to a motion I may bring.
8.

I serve as the Chair of the Litigation Department at Jones Waldo Holbrook &

McDonough. In that position I have some responsibility with respect to 35-40 litigation lawyers.
I am often called upon by lawyers to answer questions about the Rules of Procedure. I routinely
advise the lawyers to get the rules out and read the rules, and often get them nut and i ead them with
them as a first step toward guarding against procedural missteps in the handling of litigation.
9

Like United States Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black who carried a copy of the

Constitution with him, I believe we cannot commit the rules or court or the details of law to memory
and that we must verify and update our knowledge every time we are faced with a new piece of
litigation.
10.

In my opinion it is foolhardy for the Bar to suggest that it is not appropriate for a

lawyer to review the law and the applicable procedural rules at all appropriate stages of adversary
proceedings.
i1

Since my December 4, 2001 Attorneys' Fee Affidavit, Bruce Wycoff has spent 8.9

additional hours at a rate of $ 195.00 per hour and I have spent 7.75 additional hours at $2 50.00 per
hour preparing the reply to the OPC's response to our attorneys' fees claim for a total additional
claimed amount of $3673.00.
12.

I again state and swear that the efforts that I and the other Jones Waldo personnel put

forth in the representation of Sharon Sonnenreich in the above-captioned matter were necessary to

3

the case, were reasonable under the circumstances and were at a price appropriate to the proceeding
and my and the other personnel's years of experience and capabilities.
DATED: December 21, 2001.

J^a
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NOTARY CERTIFICATION
State of Utah
} ss.
Salt Lake County }
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed notary public authorized under the laws of the state
of Utah to administer oaths and that on thisc?! — day of December, 2001, appeared before me,
James S. Lowrie, who having first made himself known to me, was sworn by me, after which he
signed the foregoing Affidavit in my presence.
NOTARY PUBLIC
CYNTHIA L. HANSEN

(VUu*. L44&r\S<^\

1500 Wells Fargo Plaza
170 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1644
Comm. Exp. July 13, 2003

My Seal:

Notary Public

STATE OF UTAH

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on theZ * day of December, 2001, I caused the foregoing Second
Affidavit of James S. Lowrie on the Issue of Attorneys Fees to be mailed via first-class mail, postage
pre-paid, to;
Billy L.Walker
Kate Toomey
Utah State Bar
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

<

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MINUTE ENTRY
In the matter of the Discipline
of:

Case No. 000903289

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918,

Honorable MICHAEL K. BURTON
Court Clerk: Marcy Thorne

Respondent.
January 8, 2002

This matter comes before the Court pursuant to respondent's
proposed Final Judgment awarding attorney fees and affidavit in
support thereof, filed on December 4, 2001. On December 11, 2001,
the Utah State Bar's Office of Professional Conduct filed its
"Notice of Objection to Final Judgment (Attorney Fees) and
Attorneys' Fees Affidavit," and requested oral argument.
On
December 21, 2001, respondent filed her "Memorandum in Reply to
Utah State Bar's Objection to Attorney Fee Affidavit and to Form of
Final Judgment" and a second affidavit.
On the same day,
respondent filed an "Objection to Request for Hearing" and
submitted the matter for decision.
As an initial matter, although a hearing was requested, such
is not required by the Rules, nor is the Court persuaded one would
be of assistance in this matter. Accordingly, the Court's ruling
with respect to the proposed Final Judgment (Attorney Fees), and
objections thereto, will be addressed in the following Minute
Entry.
Turning to objections to the Final Judgment, after reviewing
the record in this matter, the Court finds such to be without
merit. Respondent is, accordingly, awarded her costs and fees as
prayed. Respondent is asked to prepare a final order and submit
the same for signature by the Court.
This Minute Entry constitutes the Order regarding the matters
addressed herein. No further order is required.

DATED this

s-

day of January, 2002.
BY THE COURT

«7

MICHAEL K. BURT^BS^iJf^ *""* / $*
DISTRICT COURT jtB&vW*)•£' , / V

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 000903289 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
Mail

Mail

Mail

Dated this f[

day of

NAME
JAMES S LOWRIE
ATTORNEY RES
17 0 SOUTH MAIN, #15 00
P.O. BOX 45444
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 841450444
KATE A TOOMEY
ATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 2 00 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 841110000
BILLY L WALKERATTORNEY PET
645 SOUTH 2 00 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111

-—)//V^—-"

Deputy

Page 1 (last)

rt Clerk

JAN-03-2002 18:04

JONES. WftLDO, ET PL

801 328 0537

P.83/18

IM AG ED mm mm&r mm
Third Judicial District

C;*»H>

James S. Lowric (USB #2007)
JONES. WALDO. HOLBROOK & McDONOUCH
Attorney for Respondent
1500 Wells Fargo Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0444
Telephone: (801)521-3200

ENTERED IN REGISTRY
OFJUDfiMEN/TS

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
In the matter of the
Discipline of:

}

FINAL JUDGMENT (Attorney Fees)

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918

}

Civil No. 000903289

}

Judge Michael K. Burton

Respondent

Having granted Respondent's Motion for Attorneys' Fees pursuant to Utah Code §78-27-56, and
having reviewed the Attorneys* Fees Affidavit filed in connection therewith, the Court hereby grants
Respondent Sharon E. Sonnenreich final judgment and orders that Petitioner, the Utah Slate Bar pay to
her:
Additionally, pursuant to Utah Code §15-1-4, The Utah State Bar shall pay interest at the legal
rate of AjgrA per annum on any outstanding balance of the foregoing amount, from the date of this
judgment until it is paid in full.
Exxepi for the Court's continuing jurisdiction for collection and/or satisfaction of this Judgment,
this concludes the Court's adjudication of this matter.

<l<M«Ktf

JfiN-03-2002

18:04

DATED this

day of.

K

\&A\

Judgment Debtor's Last Known Address:
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

.<i;W»5»l

801 328 0537

JONES. UfiLDO, ET flL

•

. 200

00*T>>$1

P.04/18

JAN-03-2002

18:04

JONES, UPLDO, ET PL

801 328 0537

P.05/18

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this £ /
dav of December. 2001,1 caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing FINAL JUDGMENT to be hand-delivered to Counsel for the Judgment Dcbior:
Ms. Mary Kale Tooraey
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

jfl.W/Svl

IMAGED
^iSttOISTflllCTCOORI
'nird Judicial Qjstrlct
James S. Lowrie (USB #2007)
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & McDONOUGH
Attorney for Respondent
1500 Wells Fargo Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0444
Telephone: (801)521-3200

)f)ut

y Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
in the matter of the
Discipline of:

]

Sharon E. Sonnenreich, #4918
Respondent

REVISED FINAL JUDGMENT
(Attorney Fees)
Civil No. 000903289
Judge Michael K. Burton

Having granted Respondent's Motion for Attorneys' Fees pursuant to Utah Code §78-27-56, and
having reviewed the Attorneys' Fees Affidavit tiled in connection therewith, the Court hereby grants
Respondent Sharon E. Sonnenreich final judgment and orders that Petitioner, the Utah State Bar pay to
her:$30,886.25.
Additionally, pursuant to Utah Code §15-1-4, The Utah State Bar shall pay interest at the legal
rate of 4.28% per annum on any outstanding balance of the foregoing amount,fromthe date of this
judgment until it is paid in full.
Except for the Court's continuing jurisdiction for collection and/or satisfaction of this Judgment,
this concludes the Court's adjudication of this matter.

52309!vi

Js

DATED this

h day of

/ t W ^ _, 2001
BY THE COURT:

Judge Michael K. Burton

- >" •••••vW
Judgment Debtor's Last Known Address:
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

523091vl

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
00O00

FILED
UTAH SUPREME COURT

SEP 1 8 2001
PAT BARTHOLOMEW
CLERK OF THE COUR'

In the Matter of the Discipline
of:
S h a r o n E. S o n n e n r e i c h ,
Respondent.

#4918,

No.

20010459-SC
000903289

ORDER
Respondent's motion for summary dismissal is granted, but
for reasons other than those presented by respondent. In matters
of lawyer discipline, the jurisdiction of this court is not
precluded by any action of the district court. The district
court acts pursuant to authority delegated by the supreme court,
and not as a matter of original jurisdiction. As such, we retain
the ability and authority to act in matters of lawyer discipline
at any time. However, where the district court expressly
indicated an intention to address and resolve the question of
respondent's claim for attorney fees, we will delay exercising
our jurisdiction in the matter until the district court has
concluded the matter.
The appeal is dismissed as prematurely filed. However,
inasmuch as this precise question has not previously been
presented, we do not find the appeal to have been frivolous.
Respondent's request for attorney fees on appeal is therefore
denied.
FOR THE COURT:

Date <y

<

Leonard H
Associat

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on September 18, 2001, true and correct
copies of the foregoing ORDER and NOTICE OF DECISION were
deposited in the United States mail to the party(ies) listed
below:
KATE A. TOOMEY
BILLY L. WALKER JR.
OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
645 S 200 E STE 205
SALT LAKE CITY UT 8 4111
JAMES S. LOWRIE
BRUCE WYCOFF
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH
170 S MAIN ST STE 1500
1500 WELLS FARGO PLAZA
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84101
and true and correct copies of the foregoing ORDER and NOTICE OF
DECISION were placed in Interdepartmental Mail to be delivered to
the trial court listed below:
THIRD DISTRICT, SALT LAKE
ATTN: SUZY CARLSON
4 50 S STATE ST
PO BOX 18 60
SALT LAKE ^ITY UT 8 4114-ASL6*
By
/VJArWl'^
Deputy C l e r k

i w w y

Case N o . : 20010459-SC
THIRD DISTRICT, SALT LAKE ,

(

j

#000903289

SCREENING PANEL INFORMAL DECISION SHEET

screening Panel:
Respondent:

Q

Date: ^ j ^ c ^ o a Chairperson:

^Vvons-yN

Respondent's Counsel:
Complainant(s):
OPC Counsel:

^ a w \ ^ LSJL

^ o ^ y ^ v\v^ Sew
CAV^CK^

^ C S - ^ A , ^

C>9£Ca-oa\

^bW^o^-^L

Screening Panel Members Present:

Panel Recusals:
[The Rule Determination and Reason section should be used to address the alleged rule violations under
consideration. The Panel should decide whether there is a violation of the respective rule, i.e., yes or no,
and give the reason why it has made its conclusion.]

Rule Determination and Reason
Violation

Rule

'O -*0

Rule

^-u\(£^

violation

. ,

(?e§yNo

Why? S [rAMUAAUm

Tes@

Why?

S ?TIAAUUMJJ*'A

At/itM*WJIS- MA JJ>nJj//Jc j^And^Zu^

rjcujuMAJuti ^

Rue
l
H.i\^\

Yes^p)

Why?

$/nUAAMAJLi'A£

T- /l

M^&MUUL

JiM

rJlL

UAAXLAJ? .
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Rure Determination and Reason (continued)
Violation
Yes/No

Why?

Rule

Yes/No

Why?_

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

«

1a

Screening Panel:
*0
Date:
^y>1fr=>

Respondent'
Case No.:

^ / t vr\\re \e>r\
T\Q <r^ -oars-^

Rule Determination and Reason (continued)
^,e

Violation
Yes/No

Why?

Rule

Yes/No

Why?_

Rule

Yes/No

Why?_

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Rule

Yes/No

Why?.

Based upon any finding(s) that the Respondent violated the Rules of Professional
Conduct, the Panel finds that the Respondent also violated Rule 8.4(a) (Misconduct) of
the Rules, which provides, "It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to violate or
attemptto violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another
to do so, or do so through the acts of another." This rule is known as the "bread and
butter" charge in professional misconduct cases because it accompanies other charges
in Bar disciplinary actions. See e.g. Terrell v. Mississippi Bar. 662 So.2d 586 (Miss,
1995).
[If the Panel concludes that there is probable cause to believe that a Respondent has violated the Rules
of professional Conduct, i.e., yes there has been a violation, the Panel should complete Option I discipline
section for this (these) Rule(s). If the Panel concludes that there Is not probable cause to believe that a
Respondent has violated the Rules of Professional Conduct, i.e., no there has not been a violation, the
Panel should complete Option ll dismissal section for this (these) Rule(s).]
Screening Panel:
O
Date:
^j^jcr^
Respondent^
Case No.:
op-crt-cg**

x

/^e Options section, the Panel should use one sheet for each alleged rule violation under
juration (unless the Panel's findings and conclusions are the same for more than one rule in which
p^the rules can be combined on the same sheet).]

Option I (Discipline)
1) There is probable cause to believe that the Respondent was engaged in
professional misconduct with regard to Ruie(£) ,C«T
. With specific
reference to this Rule(s), the Panel finds these facts by a preponderance of the
evidence. The Panel believes that the Respondent violated RuleOS) r_ r~
for
the reasons stated above in Decision Sheet
2) Based upon the reasons outlined in the comments above, the Panel specifically
finds that the Respondent acted [check appropriate finding]:
D Intentionally/Knowingly
J ^ Negligently
with

regard

to

the

Respondent's

professional

misconduct

and

Rule(s)

[If the Intentionally/Knowingly box is checked, the Panel need not complete paragraph 3 below. Instead,
check and complete paragraph 7 authorizing a formal complaint for intentional or knowing misconduct]
3) Based upon the above facts, the Panel specifically finds that the Respondent's
actions caused [check appropriate finding]:
•

Actual injury to a party, the public or the legal system

•

Actual interference with a legal proceeding

[if either the Actual injury or Actual interference box is checked, the Panel should complete paragraph 6
authorizing a formal complaint for misconduct that has caused actual injury to a party, the public or the
legal system or actual interference with a legal proceeding.]
[Please note that if the Panel feels that the misconduct caused little or no injury to a party, the public or
the legal system or interference with a legal proceeding but .exposes a party, the public or the legal
system to potential injury or caused potential interference with a legal proceeding, the Panel should check
and complete paragraph 4 or 5.]
[At this stage, open the envelope containing summary of the Respondent's prior discipline.]

Screening Panel: CL
Date:
^^ola^
Respondent: < ^ ^ y ^ U ^ P \ g > ^

Case No.:

ccov

ADMONITION
4j

Based upon the facts found by the Panel that the Respondent has engaged in
professional misconduct with regard to Rule(s)
and that the
Respondent acted negligently and that there was potential injury to a party, the
public or the legal system or that there was potential interference with a legal
proceeding, the Panel recommends that the Respondent be admonished
regarding Rule(s)
.
[OR]
FORMAL COMPLAINT (for Misconduct That Warrants an Admonition
and the Respondent Has Prior Discipline)

• S) Based upon the facts found by the Pane! that the Respondent has engaged in
professional misconduct with regard to Rule(s)
and that the
Respondent acted negligently and that there was potential injury to a party, the
public or the legal system or that there was potential interference with a legal
proceeding, at a minimum this requires that the Panel recommend that the
Respondent be admonished regarding Rule(s)
. However, the
Panel may consider prior discipline imposed upon the Respondent within the last
five years. The Respondent has had prior discipline within the last five years and
based upon the Panel's finding of unethical conduct and its subsequent
consideration of the prior discipline, the Panel recommends that a formal
complaint be filed against the Respondent regarding Rule(s)
.
FORMAL COMPLAINT (for Misconduct When
There Was Actual Injury or Actual Interference With a Legal Proceeding)
• 6) Based upon the facts found by the Panel that the Respondent engaged in
professional misconduct with regard to Rule(s)
and that the
Respondent acted negligently and there was actual injury to a party, the public or
the legal system or that there was actual interference with a legal proceeding, the
Panel recommends that a formal complaint be filed against the Respondent
regarding Rule(s)
.
FORMAL COMPLAINT

J*S7)

tfeg4nterttfrmg1^^

Based upon the facts found by the Panel that the Respondent engaged in
professional misconduct with regard to Rule(s)
,<T. < r
and that the
Respondent actedtekmtioiunityui luiuwinyly, the Panel recommends that a
formal complaint be filed J against the Respondent regarding Rule(s)

—£JC

'

^mtL
4

Screening Panel:
f)
Date:
^]*to)c*>
Respondent:

Case No.:

^^V^^^'NOVX^

a^£

Option II (Dismissals)
There is not probable cause to believe the Respondent was engaged in professional
misconduct with regard to Rule(s) fi(c^c^f^(l\
With specific reference to this
Rule(s), the Pane) finds these facts by a preponderince of the evidence. The Pane)
believes that the Respondent did not violate Rule(s) ^ Y / i i U <»V f A for the reasons
stated above in decision sheet
[Check and complete one of the following Number 2 paragraphs.]

DISMISSAL

A

2) Based upon the Panel's belief that there was not probable cause to conclude there was
professional misconduct regarding Rule(s) xtfrr^cLf.^U).
the informal complaint on
this Rule(s) shall be dismissed.
[OR]
DISMISSAL WITH CAUTION

• 2)

Even though the Panel finds that there was not probable cause to conclude there was
professional misconduct regarding Rule(s)
. in reference to this
Rule(s) there is probable cause for the Panel to feel that the Respondent's actions
constitute a course of conduct and if this course of conduct continues, it will give rise to a
future violation of the Rule. Therefore, the Panel finds that the informal complaint shall
be dismissed with a letter of caution. This letter of caution shall serve as a guide for the
future conduct of the Respondent with regard to Ru)e(s)
.
[OR]
DISMISSAL WITH CONDITION

• 2) Even though the Panel finds that there was not probable cause to conclude there was
professional misconduct regarding Rule(s) _
f in reference to this
Rule(s), there is probable cause for the Panel to feel that there is a need to address
Respondent's conduct. In this regard, it is the Panel's belief that there would be the
probable cause to conclude there was professional misconduct regarding Rule(s)
unless the Respondent performs the following condition(s) [check
appropriate finding(s)]:
•
D
•
•

Restitution within
days
Ethics School within 1 year
Binding fee arbitration
Other

Upon the Respondent's completion of the above outlined condition(s), the informal
complaint shall be dismissed with regard to Rule(s) f . Y f c V ^ v f e K
Date: zUifn

0

Signature; J^tUpt&S $

XJUL—

Screening Panel:
O
Date:
~h)-h<z>\ rro
Respondent

Case No.:

^^v^^s^cy^

rr^^>

RULES FOR INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE UTAH STATE BAR
L

Regulation of the Practice of Law in Utah.
A.

Vesting of Authority. Under the power vested to it by the Constitution of the State

of Utah and subject to the direction and control provided herein, the Utah Supreme Court hereby
authorizes and designates the Utah State Bar to administer rules and regulations prescribed
hereunder which govern the practice of law in Utah. All persons authorized to practice law in
Utah shall be licensed by the Utah State Bar in accordance with the rules of the Court.
The Utah Supreme Court recognizes a compelling state interest in its use of the Utah State
Bar to assist the Court in governing admission to the practice of law, the conduct and discipline
of persons admitted to practice law, and to improve the quality of legal services in the state. The
Court also finds that the requirements imposed, the delegations made and the authority granted to
the Utah State Bar provide the best ways to promote these compelling state interests, and that there
are no less restrictive alternatives available to achieve those results.
The purposes, duties and responsibilities of the Utah State Bar include, but are not limited
to, the following:
1. To advance the administration of justice according to law;
2. To aid the courts in carrying on the administration of justice;
3. To regulate the admission of persons seeking to practice law;
4. To regulate and to discipline persons practicing law;
5. To foster and to maintain integrity, competence and public service among those
practicing law;

6. To represent the Bar before legislative, administrative and judicial bodies;
7. To prevent the unauthorized practice of law;
8. To promote professionalism, competence and excellence in those practicing law
through continuing legal education and by other means;
9. To provide service to the public, to the judicial system and to members of the
Bar;
10. To educate the public about the rule of law and their responsibilities under the
law; and
11. To assist members of the Bar in improving the quality and efficiency of their
practice.
B.

Qualifications. The qualifications of lawyers and Foreign Legal Consultants for

admission to practice law in Utah, the duties, obligations and the grounds for discipline of
members, and the method of establishing such grounds, subject to the right of this Court to
discipline a member admitted to the Bar, shall be prescribed in these Rules, the Rules of
Admission approved by the Court on June 15, 1990 and as thereafter amended and the Rules of
Lawyer Discipline and Disability as approved by the Court on July 1, 1993 and as thereafter
amended.
C.

Licensure Required. No person shall practice law in Utah or hold himself or

herself out as one who may practice law in Utah unless he or she has been admitted and is an
active member of the Utah State Bar in good standing or is an inactive member in good standing
providing £7-0 bono legal services for or on behalf of a legal services organization approved by the
2

Bar upon meeting certification and performance standards, conditions, and rules established by
the Board, or has been licensed by the Bar as a foreign legal consultant, and no suspended or
disbarred lawyer or foreign legal consultant shall practice law in Utah or hold himself or herself
out as one who may practice law in Utah while suspended or disbarred.
IE.

Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the following definitions shall apply

to the interpretation of these Rules relating to admission and discipline of lawyers:
A.

"Board" means Board of Commissioners of the Utah State Bar.

B.

"Discipline" means disbarment, suspension, probation, reprimand or admonition.

C.

"Member" means a lawyer who has been admitted to the Utah State Bar, and who

holds a current license, the classifications of which are to be set forth hereinafter.

HI.

D.

"Bar" means the Utah State Bar.

E.

"Court" means the Utah Supreme Court.

Rules of Organization and Management of the Bar.
A.

Qualification for Admission. All persons who have been heretofore, and all

persons who shall hereafter be, duly admitted to practice as an attorney at law in Utah, and who
are not the subject of an order of the Court prior to July 1, 1993 or a district court thereafter
which terminates, suspends or restricts the right to practice law in Utah, are qualified to be
members of the Bar, subject to the provisions of these Rules.
B.

Board of Commissioners, Number, Term and Vacancies, Powers and Duties.

There shall be a Board of Commissioners of the Bar consisting of 13 voting members, 11 elected
lawyers and two non-lawyers appointed by the Court. The initial term of office of one of the non3

lawyer commissioners shall be for two years. Except as otherwise provided, the term of office
of each commissioner shall be three years and until a successor is elected and qualified. In the
event of a lawyer vacancy on the Board occurring prior to the expiration of the completed term
of office, the remaining commissioners shall either (1) conduct a special election; (2) appoint a
successor from among the active members of the Bar whose business mailing addresses on the
records of the Bar are in the division from which the commissioner was elected, who shall serve
until the following annual election; or (3)fillthe vacancy through the next regular annual election.
In the event a lawyer vacancy on the Board occurring prior to the expiration of the completed term
of office is filled by either a special regular election, the Board may establish the term of the
successor to be either a one, two or full three-year term, provided that there would be not more
than three but not fewer than two commissioners from the Third Division whose terms expire in
any one year and not more than five but not fewer than four commissioners on the Board whose
terms expire in any one year.
The Board is granted and may exercise all powers necessary and proper to carry out the
duties and responsibilities of the Bar and the purposes of these Rules and shall have all authority
which is not specifically reserved to the Court. The Court specifically reserves the authority to:
(1) approve Bar admission and licensure fees; (2) approve all rules and regulations formulated by
the Board for admissions, professional conduct, client security fund, fee arbitration, procedures
of discipline and disability, legislative activities, unauthorized practice of law, and Bar
examination review and appeals; and (3) establish appropriate rules and regulations governing
mandatory continuing legal education.
A

C.

' Territorial Divisions. For the purposes of these Rules, the First Judicial District

shall be known as the First Division; the Second Judicial District shall be known as the Second
Division; the Third Judicial District shall be known as the Third Division; the Fourth Judicial
District shall be known as the Fourth Division; and the Fifth, Sixth., Seventh and Eighth Judicial
Districts shall be know as the Fifth Division.
D.

Number of Lawyer Commissioners from Each Division. There shall be one

lawyer member of the Board from each of the divisions, except the Third Division from which
there shall be seven lawyer commissioners. No more than one lawyer commissioner from any
division, except from the Third Division and no more than seven lawyer commissioners from the
Third Division, shall serve on the Board at the same time.
E.

Nomination and Eligibility of Lawyer Commissioners. Lawyers whose business

mailing addresses on the records of the Bar are in a particular division shall alone have the right
to nominate persons for the office of commissioner from that division. To be eligible for the
office of commissioner in a division, the nominee's business mailing address must be in that
division as shown by the records of the Bar. Nomination to the office of commissioner shall be
by written petition of ten or more members of the Bar in good standing. Any number of
candidates may be nominated on a single petition. Nominating petitions shall be mailed to the
Executive Director of the Bar within a period to be fixed by the rules made by the Board.
F.

Election of Commissioners. The lawyers on the Board shall be elected by the vote

of the resident active members of the Bar as follows: In the year 1983 and every third year
thereafter, one member from the Second Division and two members from the Third Division,
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except that in the year 1983 only, there shall be four members elected from the Third Division;
in the year 1984 and every third year thereafter, one member from the First Division and three
members from the Third Division; in the year 1985 and every third year thereafter, two members
from the Third Division and one each from the Fourth and Fifth Divisions. The candidate from
any division, and the three or two candidates from the Third Division, receiving the greatest
number of votes of that division shall be the commissioner from such division. For the year 1983,
the candidate from the Third Division receiving the fourth greatest number of votes shall be the
commissioner for a two-year term. A member is limited to voting for candidates for commissioner
from the division in which his or her business mailing address is located as shown by the records
of the Bar. The ballots shall be deposited in person with or by mail to the Executive Director of
the Bar. There shall be an annual election by the resident active members of the Bar for the
purpose of filling vacancies. The Board shall fix the time for holding the annual election and
prescribe rules and regulations in regard thereto, not in conflict with the provisions of these Rules.
The Board shall, in accordance with its rules, give notice of the annual election by mail at least
90 days prior to the date on which ballots will be counted.
Those persons holding office as commissioners at the time of the adoption of these Rules
or who were elected under the existing statute will continue in office for the period of time elected
to serve.
G.

Nomination and Election of President-Eiect

The Board shall nominate a

President-elect from among the lawyer members of the Board who are currently serving on the
Board or who have been elected but not yet seated subject to a retention ballot submitted to all
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active members of the Bar. The Board shall choose another President-elect in the event that a
majority of all licensed active members of the Bar vote to reject the President-elect.
The President and the President-elect shall hold office until their successors are elected and
seated. A secretary and such other assistants as the Board may require, may be selected from
within or without the Board to hold office at the pleasure of the Board and to be paid such
compensation as the Board shall determine.
EL

Officers and Organization of Board.

The Board shall be organized and

authorized to conduct business by the seating of elected commissioners, and a President and
President-elect of the Bar.

The President-elect for the previous year shall automatically succeed

to the office of President. In the event that a commissioner is nominated and elected Presidentelect during the second year of his or her term of office and serves as President-elect during the
third year of his or her term, that President-elect shall succeed to the office of President and shall
serve as President of the Bar with authority to represent the Bar and preside at all meetings of the
Board and the Bar even though the President would no longer be serving as an elected
commissioner. A commissioner nominated and elected President-elect during the third year of his
or her term of office may serve as President-elect and shall succeed to the office of President and
shall serve as President with authority to represent the Bar and preside at all meetings of the Board
and the Bar even though the President-elect may no longer be serving in a term as an elected
commissioner. A President who is no longer in a term as an elected commissioner or a Presidentelect who is no longer serving a term as an elected commissioner and who is conducting a meeting
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in the absence of the President has the authority to vote on matters brought before the Board only
if necessary to break a tie vote.
I.

Meeting, Annual and Special-Notice. There shall be an annual meeting of the

Bar, presided over by the President of the Bar, open to all members in good standing, and held
at such time and place as the Board may designate, for the discussion of the affairs of the Bar and
the administration of justice. Special meetings of the Bar may be held at such times and places
as the Board may designate. Notice of all meetings shall be given by mail to all members of the
Bar not less than fifteen days prior to the date of such meeting.
J.

By-laws. The Board shall have power to adopt by-laws, not in conflict with any

of the terms of these Rules, concerning the selection and tenure of its officers, the creation of
sections and committees and their powers and duties, and generally for the control and regulation
of the business of the Board and of the Bar.
K.

Admission to Practice Law, Qualifications, Enrollment, Oath, and Fees.
1.

The Board by delegation from the Court shall have the power to determine

the qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law, and to conduct
examinations of applicants; and it shall from time to time certify to the Court those applicants
found to be qualified. Qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law shall
be as set forth in the Rules for Admission to the Utah State Bar approved by the Court on June 15,
1990 and as amended thereafter. The approval by the Court of any person certified for licensure
to practice law in accordance with such Rules shall entitle him or her to be enrolled in the Bar
upon his or her taking an oath to support the Constitution of the United States and of Utah and to
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discharge faithfully the duties of an attorney at law or foreign legal consultant to the best of his
or her knowledge and ability, and payment of the feefixedby the Board with the approval of the
Court, and thereafter, to practice law upon payment of annual or special license fees herein
provided, subject to the provisions of these Rules.
2.

Upon receiving certification by the Board and approval from the Court, the

applicant shall pay S50.00 to the Clerk of the Court for a Certificate of Admission, $30.00 of
which shall be retained by the state treasurer as a special fimd for the benefit of the Utah State Law
Library, to be expended by the Judicial Council.
L.

Roll of Licensed Lawyers. The Clerk of the Court shall keep a roll of the

attorneys at law admitted to practice in Utah, which must be signed by each person admitted
before he or she is enrolled and receives his or her Certificate of Admission to the Bar or license
as a foreign legal consultant.
M.

Conduct of Licensed Lawyers, Conduct of Judicial Officers, Complaints,

Investigations, and Discipline. The Board shall formulate rules governing the conduct of all
persons admitted to practice in Utah, including foreign legal consultants, and shall investigate
unethical, questionable or improper conduct of persons admitted to the practice of the law,
including members of the Bar holding judicial office. The Board shall also formulate rules
governing procedures in cases involving alleged misconduct of members of the Bar, including
those holding judicial office.
N.

Rules and Regulations, Court to Approve, All rules and regulations formulated

by the Board shall be submitted to and approved by the Court.
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O.

Authority to Engage in Legislative Activities. Pursuant to Article VHI, Section 4

of the Utah Constitution, the Court hereby authorizes and directs the Board to engage in legislative
activities.
1.

The Board is authorized and directed to study and provide assistance on

public policy issues and to adopt positions on behalf of the Board on public policy issues. The
Board is authorized to review and analyze pending legislation, to provide technical assistance to
the Legislature, the Governor, the Judicial Council and other public bodies upon request, and to
adopt a position in support of or in opposition to a policy initiative, to adopt no position on a
policy initiative, or to remain silent on a policy initiative. The position of the Board shall not be
construed as the position of the Court or binding on the Court in any way.
2. The Board's consideration of public policy issues shall be limited to those
issues concerning the courts of this state, procedure and evidence in the courts, the administration
of justice, the practice of law, and matters of substantive law on which the collective expertise of
lawyers has special relevance and/or which may affect an individual's ability to access legal
services or the legal system.
3. Pubhc policy issues may be submitted to the Board for consideration in
accordance with written procedures established by the Board.
4. The adoption of a Board position shall be in accordance with written procedures
established by the Board.
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5.

The Board shall prepare and maintain a written record of the Board's positions

on public policy issues and shall ensure reasonable notice and distribution to the members of the
Bar.
6. The Board may establish a Legislative Affairs Committee to assist in carrying
out its responsibilities as set forth above. The committee's membership and procedures shall
encourage broad participation and input and compliance with this policy.
7. The Board shall establish, as part of its annual budget, a legislative budget
which shall include all reasonable administrative expenses attributable to the Bar's legislative
activities. The Board shall identify each member's pro rata portion of the amount budgeted for
legislative activities and establish a fair and equitable rebate procedure of that amount for Bar
members who object to any legislative position taken by the Board.
P.

Annual License, Fees, Disbursements of Funds. Every person practicing, or

holding himself or herself out as practicing law or as an attorney at law in Utah including foreign
legal consultants, shall prior to so doing and prior to the first day of July of each year, pay to the
Bar a license fee in an amount to be fixed by the Board with the approval of the Court to effectuate
the purposes of these Rules. These funds shall be administered by the Bar.
Q.

Issuance of License, Form. The Executive Director of the Bar shall issue to each

person paying said license fee, if such person shall have theretofore been admitted to practice law
in this state or licensed as a foreign legal consultant by the Court and not disbarred or then under
suspension, a license in such form as the Board may prescribe, for the licensure year for which
fees were paid, and shall deliver such license to the person entitled thereto.
11

R.

Powers of the Board Respecting Funds. For the purpose of carrying out the

objects of these Rules, and in the exercise of the powers herein granted, the Board shall have
power to make orders concerning the disbursement of said funds.
S.

Active and Inactive Members of the Bar. Any member of the Bar, who has

retired from the practice of law, or who is not engaged in the practice of law, except for foreign
legal consultants, may upon request be enrolled as an inactive member. There shall be no rebate
of any license fee upon transfer from active to inactive membership. An inactive member may
attend the annual and special meetings, and participate in any debates or discussions at such
meetings, but shall not be entitled to vote in any election or upon any question. An inactive
member may be appointed by the Board to special committees, other than committees for
examination or qualification for admission to practice and disciplinary committees. The annual
fee for an inactive member shall be payable before the first day of July of each year, in an amount
fixed by the Board, with the approval of the Court to effectuate the purpose of the Rules. An
inactive member, if in good standing, may be enrolled as an active member. Upon such request
and the payment of the full annual license fee for the current fiscal year and any other fees
authorized by the Court, less any fee paid as an inactive member for suchfiscalyear, the applicant
shall be immediately transferred from the inactive roll to the active roll. An inactive member may
provide pro bono legal sendees for or on behalf of a legal services organization approved by the
Bar, upon meeting certification and performance standards, conditions and rules established by
the Board.
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T.

Practicing Without a License Prohibited. Action or Proceedings to Enforce.

Exception. No person who is not duly admitted and licensed to practice law in Utah as an
attorney at law or as a foreign legal consultant nor any person whose right or license to so practice
has terminated either by disbarment, suspension, failure to pay his or her license and other fees
or otherwise, shall practice or assume to act or hold himself or herself out to the public as a person
qualified to practice law or to carry on the calling of an attorney at law in Utah. Such practice,
or assumption to act or holding out, by any such unlicensed or disbarred or suspended person shall
not constitute a crime, but this prohibition against the practice of law by any such person shall be
enforced by such civil action or proceedings, including writ, contempt or injunctive proceedings,
as may be necessary and appropriate, which action or which proceedings shall be instituted by the
Bar.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit a person who is unlicensed as an attorney at law or
a foreign legal consultant from personally representing that person's own interests in a cause to
which the person is a party in his or her own right and not as assignee.
U.

Duties of Attorneys and Counselors at Law. It is the duty of an attorney and

counselor at law:
to comply with the Rules of Professional Conduct of the Utah State Bar and all
other duly approved rules and regulations prescribed by the Board or by the Court and to pay all
required fees.
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V.

Creation of Legal Assistant Division.
1. Legal Assistant Defined. A legal assistant is a person, qualified through

education, training, or work experience, who is employed or retained by a lawyer, law office,
governmental agency, or the entity in the capacity of function which involves the performance,
under the ultimate direction and supervision of an attorney of specifically delegated substantive
legal work, which work, for the most part, requires a sufficient knowledge of legal concepts that
absent such assistance, the attorney would perform. A legal assistant or "paralegal" includes a
paralegal on a contract or free-lance basis who work under the supervision of a lawyer or who
produces work directly for a lawyer for which a lawyer is accountable.
2. Membership and Structure of Legal Assistant Division. Qualified individuals
can become "Legal Assistant Affiliates" of the Bar upon submitting an application to the Legal
Assistant Division of the Bar. This would require the following:
a. An initial and annual certification of continuous sponsorship of a Legal
Assistant Affiliate by an employer who is a member of the Utah State Bar;
b. A certification by the attorney and Legal Assistant Affiliate that the legal
assistant undertakes no legal work outside the attorney's supervision or supervision of attorney
members of the firm. Joint sponsorship by joint employers would be permitted;
c. An assumption of responsibility by the attorney for the compliance of
the legal assistant with all applicable rules of the Utah State Bar;
d. The Legal Assistant Affiliate's parallel commitment that the attorney
and Legal Assistant Affiliate will notify the Bar of any change of employment of the Legal
1 A

Assistant Affiliate. The Legal Assistant Affiliates' authority to function as a Legal Assistant
Affiliate will terminate concurrent with employment by the sponsor unless sponsorship is accepted
by another employer-member of the Bar; and
e. An appropriate fee.
3.

Officers of Legal Assistant Division and Ex Officio Membership on the

Board. The Legal Assistant Division may appoint officers (president, vice- president, treasurer,
secretary) on an annual basis. The division may also appoint an ex officio, non-voting member
of the Board who shall report regularly to the division's membership regarding the overall
activities of the Bar.
a. Legal Assistant Affiliates are eligible to receive the Utah Bar Journal,
notices of Bar functions and bar-member rates at seminars and meetings. Legal Assistant
Affiliates are not eligible for office within the Bar.
b. Legal Assistant Affiliates shall not be directly subject to discipline by
the Bar. However, supervising or responsible attorneys are responsible for all work undertaken
by Legal Assistant Affiliates for or on their behalf.
W.

Conflicts with Statutes. Any existing statutory provisions enacted which conflict

with these Rules are hereby ordered ineffective due to the constitutional grant of authority to the
Court.
The effective date of these Rules shall be July 1, 1981. Approved as amended effective
September 25, 1985; May 27, 1993; June 15, 1994; March 26, 1996 and May 15, 2000.
Rules94\Int&mgt.fin
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RULES FOR INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE UTAH STATE BAR
(PROPOSED FINAL)

I.

Regulation of the Practice of Law in Utah.
A.

Vesting of Authority. Under the power vested to it by the Constitution of the State

of Utah and subject to the direction and control provided herein, the Utah Supreme Court hereby
authorizes and designates the Utah State Bar to administer rules and regulations prescribed
hereunder which govern the practice of law in Utah. All persons authorized to practice law in
Utah shall be licensed by the Utah State Bar in accordance with the rules of the Court.
The Utah Supreme Court recognizes a compelling state interest in its use of the Utah State
Bar to assist the Court in governing admission to the practice of law, the conduct and discipline
of persons admitted to practice law, and to improve the quality of legal services in the state. The
Court also finds that the requirements imposed, the delegations made and the authority granted to
the Utah State Bar provide the best ways to promote these compelling state interests, and that there
are no less restrictive alternatives available to achieve those results.
The purposes, duties and responsibilities of the Utah State Bar include, but are not limited
to, the following:
1. To advance the administration of justice according to law;
2. To aid the courts in carrying on the administration of justice;
3. To regulate the admission of persons seeking to practice law;
4. To regulate and to discipline persons practicing law;
5. To foster and to maintain integrity, competence and public service among those
practicing law;
1

6. To represent the Bar before legislative, administrative and judicial bodies;
7. To prevent the unauthorized practice of law;
8. To promote professionalism, competence and excellence in those practicing law
through continuing legal education and by other means;
9. To provide service to the public, to the judicial system and to members of the
Bar;
10. To educate the public about the rule of law and their responsibilities under the
law; and
11. To assist members of the Bar in improving the quality and efficiency of their
practice.
B.

Qualifications. The qualifications of lawyers and foreign legal consultants for

admission to practice law in Utah, the duties, obligations and the grounds for discipline of
members, and the method of establishing such grounds, subject to the right of this Court to
discipline a member admitted to the Bar, shall be prescribed in these Rules, the Rules of
Admission approved by the Court on June 15, 1990 and as thereafter amended and the Rules of
Lawyer Discipline and Disability as approved by the Court: on July 1, 1993 and as thereafter
amended.
C.

Licensure Required. No person shall practice law in Utah or hold himself or

herself out as one who may practice law in Utah unless he or she has been admitted and is an
active member of the Utah State Bar in good standing or is an inactive member in good standing
providing pro bone legal services for or on behalf of a legal services organization approved by the
Bar upon meeting certification and performance standards, conditions, and rules established by
the Board, or has been licensed by the Bar as a foreign legal consultant, and no suspended or
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disbarred lawyer or foreign legal consultant shall practice law in Utah or hold himself or herself
out as one who may practice law in Utah while suspended or disbarred.
IL

Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the following definitions shall apply

to the interpretation of these Rules relating to admission and discipline of lawyers:
A.

" Board * means Board of Commissioners of the Utah State Bar.

B.

"Discipline" means disbarment, suspension, probation, reprimand or admonition.

C.

"Member" means a lawyer who has been admitted to the Utah State Bar, and who

holds a current license, the classifications of which are to be set forth hereinafter.

in.

D.

"Bar" means the Utah State Bar.

E.

"Court" means the Utah Supreme Court.

Rules of Organization and Management of the Bar.
A.

Qualification for Admission. All persons who have been heretofore, and all

persons who shall hereafter be, dtlly admitted to practice as an attorney at law in Utah, and who
are not the subject of an order of the Court prior to July 1, 1993 or a district court thereafter
which terminates, suspends or restricts the right to practice law in Utah, are qualified to be
members of the Bar, subject to the provisions of these Rules.
B.

Board of Commissioners, Number, Term and Vacancies, Powers and Duties.

There shall be a Board of Commissioners of the Bar consisting of 13 voting members, 11 elected
lawyers and two non-lawyers appointed by the Court. The initial term of office of one of the nonlawyer commissioners shall be for two years. Except as otherwise provided, the term of office
of each commissioner shall be three years and until a successor is elected and qualified. In the
event of a lawyer vacancy on the Board occurring prior to the expiration of the completed term
of office, the remaining commissioners shall either: (a) conduct a special election; (b) appoint a
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successor from among the active members of the Bar whose business mailing addresses on the
records of the Bar are in the division from which the commissioner was elected, who shall serve
until the following annual election; or (c) fill the vacancy through the next regular annual election.
In the event a lawyer vacancy on the Board occurring prior to the expiration of the completed
term of office is filled by either a special or regular election, the Board may establish the term of
the successor to be either a one, two or full three-year term, provided that there would be not more
than three but not fewer than two commissioners from the Third Division whose terms expire in
any one year and not more than five but not fewer than four commissioners on the Board whose
term expire in any one year.
The Board is granted and may exercise all powers necessary and proper to carry out the
duties and responsibilities of the Bar and the purposes of these Rules and shall have all authority
which is not specifically reserved to the Court. The Court specifically reserves the authority to:
(1) approve Bar admission and licensure fees; (2) approve all rules and regulations formulated by
the Board for admissions, professional conduct, client security fund, fee arbitration, procedures
of discipline and disability, legislative activities, unauthorized practice of law, and Bar
examination review and appeals; and (3) establish appropriate rules and regulations governing
mandatory continuing legal education.
C.

Territorial Divisions. For the purposes of these Rules, the First Judicial District

shall be known as the First Division; the Second Judicial District shall be known as the Second
Division; the Third Judicial District shall be known as the Third Division; the Fourth Judicial
District shall be known as the Fourth Division; and the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Judicial
Districts shall be known as the Fifth Division.
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D.

Number of Lawyer Commissioners from Each Division. There shall be one

lawyer member of the Board from each of the divisions, except the Third Division from which
there shall be seven lawyer commissioners. No more than one lawyer commissioner from any
division, except from the Third Division and no more than seven lawyer commissioners from the
Third Division, shall serve on the Board at the same time.
E.

Nomination and Eligibility of Lawyer Commissioners. Lawyers whose mailing

addresses on the records of the Bar are in a particular division shall alone have the right to
nominate persons for the office of commissioner from that division. To be eligible for the office
of commissioner in a division, the nominee's mailing address must be in that division as shown
by the records of the Bar. Nomination to the office of commissioner shall be by written petition
of ten or more members of the Bar in good standing. Any number of candidates may be
nominated on a single petition. Nominating petitions shall be mailed to the Executive Director of
the Bar within a period to be fixed by the rules made by the Board.
F.

Election of Commissioners. The lawyers on the Board shall be elected by the vote

of the resident active members of the Bar as follows: In the year 1983 and every third year
thereafter, one member from the Second Division and two members from the Third Division,
except that in the year 1983 only, there shall be four members elected from the Third Division;
in the year 1984 and every third year thereafter, one member from the First Division and three
members from the Third Division; in the year 1985 and every third year thereafter, two members
from the Third Division and one each from the Fourth and Fifth Divisions. The candidate from
any division, and the three or two candidates from the Third Division, receiving the greatest
number of votes of that division shall be the commissioner from such division. For the year 1983,
the candidate from the Third Division receiving the fourth greatest number of votes shall be the
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commissioner for a two-year term. A member is limited to voting for candidates for commissioner
from the division in which his or her business mailing address is located as shown by the records
of the Bar. The ballots shall be deposited in person with or by mail to the Executive Director of
the Bar. There shall be an annual election by the resident active members of the Bar for the
purpose of filling vacancies. The Board shall fix the time for holding the annual election and
prescribe rules and regulations in regard thereto, not in conflict with the provisions of these Rules.
The Board shall, in accordance with its rules, give notice of the annual election by mail at least
90 days prior to the date on which ballots will be counted.
Those persons holding office as commissioners at the time of the adoption of these Rules
or who were elected under the existing statute will continue in office for the period of time elected
to serve.
G,

Nomination and Election of President-Elect.

The Board shall nominate a

President-elect from among the lav^yer members of the Board who are currently serving on the
Board or who have been elected but not yet seated subject to a retention ballot submitted to all
active members of the Bar. The Board shall choose another President-elect in the event that a
majority of all licensed active members vote to reject the President-elect.
The President and the President-elect shall hold office until their successors are elected and
seated. A secretary and such other assistants as the Board may require may be selected from
within or without the Board to hold office at the pleasure of the Board and to be paid such
compensation as the Board shall determine.
H.

Officers and Organization of Board.

The Board shall be organized and

authorized to conduct business by the seating of elected commissioners, and a President and
President-elect of the Bar. The President-elect for the previous year shall automatically succeed
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to the office of President. In the event that a commissioner is nominated and elected Presidentelect during the second year of his or her tenn of office and serves as President-elect during the
third year of his or her term, that President-elect shall succeed to the office of President and shall
serve as President of the Bar with authority to represent the Bar and preside at all meetings of the
Board and the Bar even though the President would no longer be serving as an elected
commissioner. A commissioner nominated and elected President-elect during the third year of his
or her term of office may serve as President-elect and shall succeed to the office of President and
shall serve as President with authority to represent the Bar and preside at all meetings of the Board
and the Bar even though the President-elect may no longer be serving in a term as an elected
commissioner. A President who is no longer in a term as an elected commissioner or a Presidentelect who is no longer serving in a term as an elected commissioner and who is conducting a
meeting in the absence of the President has the authority to vote on matters brought before the
Board only if necessary to break a4 tie vote.
L

Annual and Special Meetings - Notice. There shall be an annual meeting of the

Bar, presided over by the President of the Bar, open to all members in good standing, and held
at such time and place as the Board may designate, for the discussion of the affairs of the Bar and
the administration of justice. Special meetings of the Bar may be held at such times and places
as the Board may designate. Notice of all meetings shall be given by mail to all members of the
Bar not less than 15 days prior to the date of such meeting.
J.

By-laws. The Board shall have power to adopt by-laws, not in conflict with any

of the terms of these Rules, concerning the selection and tenure of its officers, the creation of
sections and committees and their powers and duties, and generally for the control and regulation
of the business of the Board and of the Bar.
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K.

Admission to Practice Law, Qualifications, Enrollment, Oath, and Fees,
1.

The Board by delegation from the Court shall have the power to determine

the qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law, and to conduct
examinations of applicants; and it shall from time to time certify to the Court those applicants
found to be qualified. Qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law shall
be as set forth in the Rules for Admission to the Utah State Bar approved by the Court on June 15,
1990 and as amended thereafter. The approval by the Court of any person certified for licensure
to practice law in accordance with such rules shall entitle him or her to be enrolled in the Bar upon
his or her taking an oath to support *the Constitutions of the United States and of Utah and to
discharge faithfully the duties of an attorney at law or foreign legal consultant to the best of his
or her knowledge and ability, and payment of the fee fixed by the Board with the approval of the
Court, and thereafter to practice law upon payment of annual or special license fees herein
provided, subject to the provisions of these Rules.
2.

Upon receiving certification by the Board and approvalfromthe Court, the

applicant shall pay $50.00 to the Clerk of the Court for a Certificate of Admission, $35.00 of
which shall be retained by the State Treasurer as a special fund for the benefit of the Utah State
Law Library, to be expended by the Board of Control.
L.

Roll of Licensed Lawyers. The Clerk of the Court shall keep a roll of the

attorneys at law admitted to practice in Utah, which must be signed by each person admitted
before he or she is enrolled and receives his or her Certificate of Admission to the Bar or license
as a foreign legal consultant.
M.

Conduct of Licensed Lawyers, Conduct of Judicial Officers, Complaints,

Investigations, and Discipline. The Board shall formulate rules governing the conduct of all
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persons admitted to practice in Utah, including foreign legal consultants, and shall investigate
unethical, questionable or improper conduct of persons admitted to the practice of the law,
including members of the Bar holding judicial office. The Board shall also formulate rules
governing procedures in cases involving alleged misconduct of members of the Bar, including
those holding judicial office.
N.

Rules and Regulations, Court to Approve. All rules and regulations formulated

by the Board shall be submitted to and approved by the Court.
O.

Authority to Engage in Legislative Activities. Pursuant to Article VHI, Section 4

of the Utah Constitution, the Court hereby authorizes and directs the Board to engage in legislative
activities.
1.

The Board is authorized and directed to study and provide assistance on

public policy issues and to adopt positions on behalf of the Board on public policy issues. The
Board is authorized to review and analyze pending legislation, to provide technical assistance to
the Legislature, the Governor, the Judicial Council and other public bodies upon request, and to
adopt a position in support of or in opposition to a policy initiative, to adopt no position on a
policy initiative, or to remain silent on a policy initiative. The position of the Board shall not be
construed as the position of the Court or binding on the Court in any way.
2. The Board's consideration of public policy issues shall be limited to those
issues concerning the courts of this state, procedure and evidence in the courts, the administration
of justice, the practice of law, and matters of substantive law on which the collective expertise of
lawyers has special relevance and/or which may affect an individual's ability to access legal
services or the legal system.
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3. Public policy issues may be submitted to the Board for consideration in
accordance with written procedures established by the Board.
4. The adoption of a Board position shall be in accordance with written procedures
established by the Board.
5.

The Board shall prepare and maintain a written record of the Board's positions

on public policy issues and shall ensure reasonable notice and distribution to the members of the
Bar.
6. The Board may establish a Legislative Affairs Committee to assist in carrying
out its responsibilities as set forth above. The committee's membership and procedures shall
encourage broad participation and input and compliance with this policy,
7. The Board shall establish, as part of its annual budget, a legislative budget
which shall include all reasonable administrative expenses attributable to the Bar's legislative
activities. The Board shall identify each member's pro rata portion of the amount budgeted for
legislative activities and establish a fair and equitable rebate procedure of that amount for Bar
members who object to any legislative position taken by the Board.
P.

Annual License, Fees, Disbursements of Funds. Every person practicing, or

holding himself or herself out as practicing law or as an attorney at law in Utah including foreign
legal consultants, shall prior to so doing and prior to the first day of July of each year, pay to the
Bar a license fee in an amount to be fixed by the Board, with the approval of the Court, to
effectuate the purposes of these Rules. These funds shall be administered by the Bar.
Q.

Issuance of License, Form. The Executive Director of the Bar shall issue to each

person paying said license fee, if such person shall have theretofore been admitted to practice law
in this State or licensed as a foreign legal consultant by the Court and not disbarred or then under
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suspension, a license in such form as the Board may prescribe, for the licensure year for which
fees were paid, and shall deliver such license to the person entitled thereto.
R.

Powers of the Board Respecting Funds. For the purpose of carrying out the

objects of these Rules, and in the exercise of the powers herein granted, the Board shall have
power to malce orders concerning the disbursement of said funds.
S.

Active and Inactive Members of the Bar. Any member of the Bar who has

retired from the practice of law or who is not engaged in the practice of law, except for foreign
legal consultants, may upon request be enrolled as an inactive member. There shall be no rebate
of any license fee upon transfer from-active to inactive membership. An inactive member may
attend the annual and special meetings, and participate in any debates or discussions at such
meetings, but shall not be entitled to vote in any election or upon any question. An inactive
member may be appointed by the Board to special committees, other than committees for
examination or qualification for admission to practice and disciplinary committees. The annual
fee for an inactive member shall be payable before the first day of July of each year, in an amount
fixed by the Board, with the approval of the Court, to effectuate the purpose of the Rules. An
inactive member, if in good standing, may be enrolled as an active member. Upon such request
and the payment of the full annual license fee for the current fiscal year and any other fees
authorized by the Court, less any fee paid as an inactive member for such fiscal year, the applicant
shall be immediately transferred from the inactive roll to the active roll. An inactive member may
provide pro bono legal services for or on behalf of a legal services organization approved by the
Bar, upon meeting certification and performance standards, conditions and rules established by
the Board.
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T.

Practicing Without a License Prohibited. Action or Proceedings to Enforce.

Exception. No person who is not duly admitted and licensed to practice law in Utah as an
attorney at law or as a foreign legal consultant nor any person whose right or license to so practice
has terminated either by disbarment, suspension, failure to pay his or her license and other fees
or otherwise, shall practice or assume to act or hold himself or herself out to the public as a person
qualified to practice law or to carry on the calling of an attorney at law in Utah. Such practice,
or assumption to act or holding out, by any such unlicensed or disbarred or suspended person shall
not constitute a crime, but this prohibition against the practice of law by any such person shall be
enforced by such civil action or proceedings, including writ, contempt or injunctive proceedings,
as may be necessary and appropriate, which action or which proceedings shall be instituted by the
Board.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit a person who is unlicensed as an attorney at law or
a foreign legal consultant from personally representing that person's own interests in a cause to
which the person is a party in his or her own right and not as; assignee.
U.

Duties of Attorneys and Counselors at Law. It is the duty of an attorney and

counselor at law to comply with the Revised Rules of Professional Conduct of the Utah State Bar
and all other duly approved rules and regulations prescribed by the Board or by the Court and to
pay all required fees.
V.

Creation of Legal Assistant Division.
1. Legal Assistant Defined. A legal assistant is a person, qualified through

education, training, or work experience, who is employed or retained by a lawyer, law office,
governmental agency, or an entity in a capacity or function which involves the performance, under
the ultimate direction and supervision of an attorney of specifically delegated substantive legal
12

work, which work, for the most part, requires a sufficient knowledge of legal concepts that absent
such assistance, the attorney would perform. A legal assistant or "paralegal" includes a paralegal
on a contract or free4ance basis who works under the supervision of a lawyer or who produces
work directly for a lawyer for which a lawyer is accountable.
2. Membership and Structure of Legal Assistant Division, Qualified individuals
can become "Legal Assistant Affiliates" of the Bar upon submitting an application to the Legal
Assistant Division of the Bar. This would require the following:
a. An initial and annual certification of continuous sponsorship of a Legal
Assistant Affiliate by an employer who is a member of the Bar;
b. A certification by the attorney and Legal Assistant Affiliate that the legal
assistant undertakes no legal work outside the attorney's supervision or supervision of attorney
members of the firm. Joint sponsorship by joint employers would be permitted;
c. An assumption of responsibility by the attorney for the compliance of
the legal assistant with all applicable rules of the Bar;
d. The Legal Assistant Affiliate's parallel commitment that the attorney
and Legal Assistant Affiliate will notify the Bar of any change of employment of the Legal
Assistant Affiliate. The Legal Assistant Affiliate's authority to function as a Legal Assistant
Affiliate will terminate concurrent with employment by the sponsor unless sponsorship is accepted
by another employer-member of the Bar;
e. An appropriate fee.
3.

Officers of Legal Assistant Division and Ex Officio Membership on the

Board. The Legal Assistant Division may appoint officers (president, vice- president, treasurer,
secretary) on an annual basis. The division may also appoint an ex officio, non-voting member
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of the Board who shall report regularly to the division's membership regarding the overall
activities of the Bar.
a. Legal Assistant Affiliates are eligible to receive the Utah Bar Journal,
notices of Bar functions and Bar-member rates at seminars and meetings. Legal Assistant
Affiliates are not eligible for office within the Bar.
b. Legal Assistant Affiliates shall not be directly subject to discipline by
the Bar. However, supervising or responsible attorneys are responsible for all work undertaken
by Legal Assistant Affiliates for or on their behalf.
W.

Conflicts with Statutes. Any existing statutory provisions enacted which conflict

with these Rules are hereby ordered ineffective due to the constitutional grant of authority to the
Court.
The effective date of these Rules shall be July 1, 1981. Approved as amended September
25, 1985; January 22, 1992 (C. 22. Initial Court Entry); May 8, 1992 (Initial Task Force
Changes); May 27, 1993; June 15, 1994; April 1, 1996 (C. 22. LAD); July 1, 1996 (A. 3. and
C. 19. Inactive Pro Bono); March 4, 1998 (C. 2.); March 30, 1998 (C. 2. Staggering Board
Vacancies); November 1, 1998 (C. 15. Lobbying); January 29, 1999 (C. 7. Retention % by
Board); April 28, 1999 (C. 8. President and President-elect May Serve as Non-Voting Members
Outside Elected Terms).
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Rule 5.5. Unauthorized practice of law.
A lawyer shall not:
(a) Practice law in a jurisdiction where doing so violates the regulation of the legal
profession in that jurisdiction; or
(b) Assist any person in the performance of activity that constitutes the unauthorized
practice of law.
COMMENT
The definition of the practice of law
is established by law and varies from one
jurisdiction to another. Whatever the
definition, limiting the practice of law to
members of the Bar protects the public
against rendition of legal services by
unqualified persons. Paragraph (b) does not
prohibit a lawyer from employing the
services of paraprofessionals and delegating
functions to them, so long as the lawyer

supervises the delegated work and retains
responsibility for their work. See Rule 5.3.
Likewise, it does not prohibit lawyers from
providing professional advice and instruction
to nonlawyers whose employment requires
knowledge of law; for example, claims
adjusters, employees of financial or
commercial institutions, social workers,
accountants and persons employed in
government agencies. In addition, a lawyer
may counsel nonlawyers who wish to
proceed pro se.

CHAPTER 14. RULES OF LAWYER DISCIPLINE AND DISABILITY
Rule
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Purpose, authority, scope and structure
of lawyer disciplinary and disability
proceedings.
Definitions.
Ethics and discipline committee.
Professional (OPC) counsel.
Expenses.
Jurisdiction.
Roster of lawyers.
Periodic assessment of lawyers.
Grounds for discipline.
Prosecution and appeals.
Proceedings subsequent to finding of
probable cause.
Sanctions.
Immunity.
Service.
Access to disciplinary information.
Dissemination
of
disciplinary
information.
Additional rules of procedure.
Interim suspension for threat of harm.
Lawyers convicted of a crime.
Discipline by consent.
Resignation with discipline pending.
Reciprocal discipline.
Proceedings in which lawyer is declared
to be incompetent or alleged to be
incapacitated.

Rule
24.
25.
26.

27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

Reinstatement following a suspension of
six months or less.
Reinstatement following a suspension of
more that six months; readmission.
Notice of disability or suspension; return
of clients' property; refund of unearned
fees.
Appointment of trustee to protect clients'
interest when lawyer disappears, dies, is
suspended
or
disbarred, or
is
transferred to disability status.
Appeal by complainant.
Statute of limitations.
Costs.
Noncompliance with child support order,
child visitation order, subpoena or order
relating to paternity or child support
proceeding.

Compiler's Notes.
The Utah
Supreme Court, in a May 1993 minute entry, No.
920334, adopted the Rules of Lawyer Discipline
and Disability effective July 1, 1993. The minute
entry further provided:
"The Advisory
Committee's comments to the rules are not
adopted by the Court, but shall be printed and
appended to the rules."

Summary.
The Advisory Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct was created in 1988 to review and
make recommendations concerning the Rules of Professional Conduct and Procedures of Discipline,
including disciplinary sanctions. The Advisory Committee is comprised of three subcommittees, one of
which is assigned to propose amendments to the Procedures of Discipline. The full Advisory Committee
debated the subcommittee's recommendations, and voted to adopt, reject or modify the same.
During the course of four years of study and review, the Advisory Committee considered, among
other things:
(1) perspectives on the current system offered by members of the Ethics and Discipline
Committee, Disciplinary Hearing Panel members and former and present Bar Counsel;
(2) the recommendation of the ABA Commission on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement (the
McKay Commission);
(3) the experience of other jurisdictions utilizing various models; and
(4) the Final Report of the Utah Supreme Court's Special Task Force on the Management and
Regulation of the Practice of Law.

The proposed procedural rules maintain the present use of the Ethics and Discipline Committee
and its screening panels to impose private discipline and to act as probable cause adjudicators in more
serious cases. It is proposed that review of decisions made by the Ethics and Discipline Committee and
its screening panels be provided by the Chair of the Ethics and Discipline Committee rather than by the
Bar Commission.
The most significant structural modification of the existing system is the use of the district courts,
rather than hearing panels, as the triers of fact in cases in which a formal complaint has been filed. The
Advisory Committee considered the pros and cons at length, and in the final analysis, concluded that the
district court model was preferable to other models in terms of economy, efficiency, public access,
fairness, and familiarity. Discipline ordered by a district court would be appealable to the Supreme Court
without prior review by the Bar Commission.
A majority of the members of the Advisory Committee favor the position that professional counsel
and the Bar's corporate counsel should be separate. However, there is no provision in the proposed rules
that addresses the issue.
The proposed rules were published for public comment on July 20, 1992 in Case No. 920334.
Thereafter, the Advisory Committee met several times to revise the proposed rules in light of the public
comments received. The proposed rules were then submitted to the Supreme Court. Amendments
proposed by the Court have been included herein. It is anticipated that the proposed rules will need
further revision from time to time to refine the process in the interest of fairness to the Bar and the public.
Rule 1. Purpose, authority, scope and structure of lawyer disciplinary and disability proceedings.
(a) The purpose of lawyer disciplinary and disability proceedings is to ensure and maintain the
high standard of professional conduct required of those who undertake the discharge of professional
responsibilities as lawyers and to protect the public and the administration of justice from those who have
demonstrated by their conduct that they are unable or unlikely to properly discharge their professional
responsibilities.
(b) Under Art. VIII, § 4 of the Constitution of Utah, the Utah Supreme Court has exclusive
authority within the State of Utah to adopt and enforce rules governing the practice of law, including
admission to practice law and the conduct and discipline of persons admitted to practice law.
(c) All disciplinary proceedings shall be conducted in accordance with the rules and proceedings
described herein. Formal disciplinary and disability proceedings are civil in nature. These rules shall be
construed so as to achieve substantial justice and fairness in disciplinary matters with dispatch and at the
least expense to all concerned parties.
(d) The interests of the public, the courts, and the legal profession all require that disciplinary
proceedings at all levels be undertaken and construed to secure the just and speedy resolution of every
complaint.
Rule 2. Definitions.
As used in these rules:
(a) "Bar" means the Utah State Bar;
(b) "Board of Commissioners" means the Board of Commissioners of the Utah State Bar;
(c) "Committee" means the Ethics and Discipline Committee of the Utah State Bar;
(d) "Complainant" means the person who files an informal complaint;
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(e) "OPC counsel" means counsel appointed by the Board of Commissioners of the Utah State
Bar, and other counsel employed to assist appointed counsel;
(f) "Formal complaint" means a complaint filed in the district court alleging misconduct by a lawyer
or seeking the transfer of a lawyer to disability status;
(g) "Informal complaint" means any written, notarized allegation of misconduct by or incapacity of
a lawyer;
(h) "Office" means the Office of Professional Conduct or OPC;
(i) "Respondent" means a lawyer subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Utah Supreme
Court against whom an informal or formal complaint has been filed;
(j) "Supreme Court" means the Utah Supreme Court.
Rule 3. Ethics and discipline committee.
(a) Composition. The Committee shall be appointed by the Supreme Court. The Committee shall
consist of eight public members, and 26~members of the Bar who have demonstrated a high standard of
professional conduct. All appointments following the initial appointments shall be for a term of three years.
For the initial appointments, ten members of the Bar shall be appointed for one year, eight for two years
and eight for three years, and one public member shall be appointed for one year, one for two years and
two for three years. The Supreme Court shall designate one lawyer member as chair and one lawyer
member as vice chair. The initial appointment of the chair shall be for one year, and the initial
appointment of the vice chair shall be for three years. Committee members shall not serve more than two
consecutive terms.
(1) Alternates. Members of any screening panel may serve as alternate members of different
screening panels.
(b) Committee chair. The Committee chair shall supervise the Committee and screening panels.
The chair's responsibility shall be to maintain an adequate check on the work of the screening panels to
ensure that matters move forward expeditiously, to determine that screening panels have a uniform base
for the judgments rendered, and to provide the screening panels with information concerning ethics and
judicial decisions necessary to their activities. The chair shall make recommendations to the Supreme
Court concerning appointments to the screening panels and reports concerning the activities of the
screening panels and the overall work of the Committee.
(c) Vice chair. The vice chair shall act in the event of the chair's absence or resignation. The chair
may call upon the vice chair to assist in any of the chair's duties.
(d) Screening panels, quorums. The Committee shall be divided into four screening panel
sections of six members of the Bar and one public member. A sitting screening panel shall consist or the
chair or vice chair plus at least two and no more than three members of the Bar selected by the chair on a
rotating basis, and one public member. The Supreme Court shall name a chair from each screening
panel, who shall preside over the screening panel. In the absence of the screening panel chair, a vice
chair designated by the screening panel shall preside. Three members of the Bar plus one public member
shall constitute a quorum. The concurrence of a majority of those members of those members present
and voting at any proceeding shall be required for a screening panel determination. Each screening panel
shall meet as is necessary to effectively and promptly carry out its duties. The entire Committee may be
convened at such other times, on the call of the chair, as necessary to effectively and promptly carry out
its duties.
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(1) If a committee member does not attend three (3) consecutive scheduled screening panel
hearings, that committee member shall automatically be deemed to have resigned his or her committee
appointment.
(e) Responsibilities. The screening panels may, and as to all informal complaints referred by
disciplinary counsel, which shall be randomly assigned, shall, review, investigate, and hear all informal
complaints charging unethical and/or unprofessional conduct against members of the Bar. After such
review, investigation, hearing and analysis, the screening panels shall determine the action to be taken
on any informal complaint which, based upon the facts of the particular case, is most consistent with the
public interest and the standard of conduct required of a member of the legal profession.
(f) Subpoena. Any party or the screening panel, for good cause shown, may petition under seal
the district court for issuance of a subpoena, subpoena duces tecum or any order allowing discovery prior
to the filing of a formal complaint. Except for good cause shown, all petitions under this rule shall require
a five day written notice to the opposing party prior to the issuance of an appropriate order of subpoena.
(g) Committee and screening panel secretary. Disciplinary counsel shall be the secretary to the
Committee and is charged with the responsibility of the administrative affairs of the Committee, the
handling of the screening panel calendars, giving notice to screening panel members and members of the
Bar whose attendance is requested, notifying those who have filed informal complaints of the time and
dates their matters will be heard, and otherwise performing or providing the secretarial and administrative
functions of the Committee and screening panels. Except as otherwise provided in these rules, whenever
disciplinary counsel may be present before a screening panel, the respondent may also be present.
Disciplinary counsel shall, within three months after the filing of an informal complaint of
unprofessional or unethical conduct of a respondent, advise the party making the informal complaint
concerning the initial consideration of the informal complaint, and shall promptly advise such party in
writing of subsequent disposition of the informal complaint and the reasons therefor.
(h) Annual report. Senior Counsel shall prepare and submit an annual report to the
Supreme Court and the Board of Commissioners encompassing the scope and nature of the
Committee work. The report shall be submitted on or about August 1 of each year for the
preceding fiscal year and shall set forth the number of disciplinary cases investigated, the number
brought before the Committee, formal complaints filed, dispositions, cases dismissed, informal
ethical opinions issued, diversionary dispositions and such other information as may be helpful to
the Supreme Court in comprehending the operations of the Office as well as the efficiency and
effectiveness of the disciplinary system. Such report may contain Committee recommendations
for rule amendments or changes in Committee procedure. The chair and Senior Counsel shall
annually consult with the Board of Commissioners and the Supreme Court regarding the level of
activity and general standing of disciplinary matters and procedures.
Rule 4. OPC counsel.
(a) Appointment and qualifications. The Board of Commissioners shall appoint a lawyer admitted
to practice in Utah to serve as Senior Counsel. Neither the Senior Counsel nor any full-time staff assistant
counsel shall engage in the private practice of law for profit.
(b) Powers and duties. Senior Counsel shall perform all prosecutorial functions and have the
following powers and duties which may be delegated to other staff:
(1) Screen all information coming to the attention of the Office to determine whether it is within the
jurisdiction of the Office in that it relates to misconduct by a lawyer or to the incapacity of a lawyer;
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(2) Investigate all information coming to the attention of the Office which, if true, would be
grounds for discipline or transfer to disability status and investigate all facts pertaining to petitions for
reinstatement or readmission;
(3) For each matter brought to the attention of the Office:
(A) dismiss;
(B) decline to prosecute;
(C) refer non-frivolous and substantial informal complaints to the Committee for hearing; or
(D) petition for transfer to disability status;
(4) Prosecute before the screening panels, the district courts and the Supreme Court all
disciplinary cases and proceedings for transfer to or from disability status;
(5) Represent the Office before the Character and Fitness Committee in all cases for
readmission, and represent the Office before the district courts and Supreme Court in all cases for
reinstatement;
(6) Employ and supervise staff needed for the performance of prosecutorial functions and
delegate such responsibilities as may be reasonably necessary to perform prosecutorial functions;
(7) Notify promptly the complainant and the respondent of the disposition of each matter;
(8) Notify each jurisdiction in which a respondent is admitted of a transfer to disability status, or
any suspension or disbarment or other public discipline imposed in this state;
(9) Seek reciprocal discipline where appropriate when informed of any disbarment or suspension
or public discipline imposed by another court, another jurisdiction, or a regulatory body having disciplinary
jurisdiction;
(10) Forward a certified copy of the judgment of conviction to the disciplinary agency in each
jurisdiction in which a lawyer is admitted when the lawyer is convicted of a crime in this state which
reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects;
(11) Maintain permanent records of discipline and disability matters, subject to any expungement
requirements, and compile statistics to aid in the administration of the system, including but not limited to
a log of all informal complaints received, investigative files, statistical summaries of rules violated and
dispositions, transcripts of all proceedings, and other records as the Supreme Court requires to be
maintained.
(12) Expunge after seven years all records or other evidence of the existence of any informal
complaint terminated by dismissal or a declination to prosecute.
Notice to Respondent. If the respondent was contacted by the Office concerning the informal
complaint, or the Office otherwise knows that the respondent is aware of the existence of the informal
complaint, the respondent shall be given prompt written notice of the expungement.
Effect of Expungement. After a file has been expunged, any Office response to an inquiry
requiring a reference to the matter shall state that there is no record of such matter. The respondent may
answer any inquiry requiring a reference to an expunged matter by stating that no informal complaint was
made.
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(13) Provide informal guidance on issues related to professional conduct to members of the Bar
requesting guidance, participate in seminars which will promote ethical conduct by the Bar, formulate
diversionary programs, monitor probations, and disseminate public disciplinary results to the Bar and the
public.
(14) Annually formulate the budget for the Office and submit the budget to the Board of
Commissioners for approval. OPC counsel may petition the Supreme Court for review of modifications to
the budget imposed by the Board of Commissioners.
Rule 5. Expenses.
(a) The salaries of OPC counsel and staff, their expenses, administrative costs, and the expenses
of the members of the screening panels, shall be paid by the Bar.
(b) The budget prepared by OPC counsel pursuant to Rule 4(b)(14) shall reasonably assure the
accomplishment of the goals of the disciplinary system, the professional development of the staff, and
salaries that will encourage continued employment of competent professionals and support staff and will
provide compensation approximately equivalent to current salaries in comparable service.
Rule 6. Jurisdiction.
(a) Lawyers admitted to practice. The persons subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Court
and the Office include any lawyer admitted to practice law in this state, any formerly admitted lawyer with
respect to acts committed while admitted to practice in this state or with respect to acts subsequent
thereto which amount to the practice of law or constitute a violation of any rule promulgated by the
Supreme Court, any lawyer specially admitted by a court of this state for a particular proceeding, and any
lawyer not admitted in this state who practices law or who renders or offers to render any legal services in
this state.
(b) Incumbent judges. Incumbent judges are subject to the jurisdiction of the Office only for
conduct that occurred prior to the taking of office.
(c) Former judges. A former judge who has resumed the status of a lawyer is subject to the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court not only for conduct as a lawyer but also for misconduct that occurred
while the lawyer was a judge and would have been grounds for lawyer discipline, provided that the
misconduct was not the subject of a judicial disciplinary proceeding as to which there has been a final
determination by the Supreme Court. Misconduct by a judge that is not finally adjudicated before the
judge leaves office falls within the jurisdiction of the Office.
Rule 7. Roster of lawyers.
OPC counsel shall maintain or have ready access to current information relating to members of
the Bar including:
(a) full name;
(b) date of birth;
(c) current law office and home addresses and telephone numbers;
(d) date of admission in the state;
(e) date of any transfer to or from inactive status;
(f) all specialties in which certified;
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(g) other jurisdictions in which the lawyer is admitted and date of admission; and
(h) nature, date, and place of any discipline imposed and any reinstatements.
Rule 8. Periodic Assessment of Lawyers
(a) Annual licensing fee. Every lawyer admitted to practice in this state shall pay to the Bar on or
before July 1 of each year an annual license fee for each fiscal year to be fixed by the Board of
Commissioners from time to time and approved by the Supreme Court. The fee shall be sufficient to pay
the costs of disciplinary administration and enforcement under these rules.
(b) Suspension for non-payment of licensing fee. Any attorney who shall practice law while
suspended for non-payment of the license fee violates the Rules of Professional Conduct and may be
disciplined for practicing while suspended for non-payment of dues. The Executive Director of the Bar
shall give notice of such removal from the rolls to such non-complying member at the address on record
at the Bar, to the Utah Supreme Court and to the judges of the district courts. The non-complying member
may apply in writing for re-enrolment by tendering the license fees and an additional $100 delinquent fee.
Upon receiving the same, the Board of Commissioners shall accept it and order re-enrollment. Reenrollment based on suspension for non-payment does not negate any orders of discipline.
Rule 9. Grounds for discipline.
It shall be a ground for discipline for a lawyer to:
(a) violate the Rules of Professional Conduct;
(b) willfully violate a valid order of a court or a screening panel imposing discipline; or
(c) be publicly disciplined in another jurisdiction.
Rule 10. Prosecution and appeals.
(a) Informal complaint of unprofessional conduct.
(1) Filing. A disciplinary proceeding may be initiated against any member of the Bar by any
person, OPC counsel or the Committee, by filing with the Bar, in writing, an informal complaint in ordinary,
plain and concise language setting forth the acts or omissions claimed to constitute unprofessional
conduct. Upon filing, an informal complaint shall be processed in accordance with these rules.
(2) Form of informal complaint. The informal complaint need not be in any particular form or style
and may be by letter or other informal writing, although a form may be provided by the Office to
standardize the informal complaint format. It is unnecessary that the informal complaint recite disciplinary
rules, ethical canons or a prayer requesting specific disciplinary action. The informal complaint shall be
signed by the complainant and shall set forth the complainant's address, and may list the names and
addresses of other witnesses. The informal complaint shall be notarized. The substance of the informal
complaint shall prevail over the form.
(3) Initial investigation. Upon the filing of an informal complaint, OPC counsel shall conduct a
preliminary investigation to ascertain whether the informal complaint is sufficiently clear as to its
allegations. If it is not, OPC counsel shall seek additional facts from the complainant, which facts shall
also be submitted in writing and signed by the complainant.
(4) OPC counsel. Upon completion of the preliminary investigation, professional counsel shall
determine whether the informal complaint can be resolved in the public interest, the respondent's interest
and the complainant's interest. OPC counsel and/or the screening panel may use their efforts to resolve
the informal complaint. If the informal complaint cannot be so resolved or if it sets forth facts which, by
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their very nature, should be brought before the screening panel, or if good cause otherwise exists to bring
the matter before the screening panel, OPC counsel shall cause to be served a Notice of Informal
Complaint by regular mail upon the respondent at the address reflected in the records of the Bar. The
notice shall have attached a true copy of the signed informal complaint against the respondent and shall
identify with particularity the possible violation(s) of the Rules of Professional Conduct raised by the
informal complaint as preliminarily determined by OPC counsel.
(5) Answer to informal complaint. Within 20 days after service of the Notice of Informal Complaint
on the respondent, the respondent shall file with OPC counsel a written and signed answer setting forth in
full an explanation of the facts surrounding the informal complaint, together with all defenses and
responses to the claims of possible misconduct. For good cause shown, OPC counsel may extend the
time for the filing of an answer by the respondent not to exceed an additional 30 days. Upon the answer
having been filed or in the event that the respondent fails to respond, OPC counsel shall refer the case to
a screening panel for investigation, consideration and determination. OPC counsel shall forward a copy of
the answer to the complainant.
(6) Non-meritorious informal complaint. An informal complaint which, upon consideration of ail
factors, is determined by OPC counsel to be frivolous, unintelligible, or unsupported by fact or which does
not raise the possibility of any unprofessional conduct, shall be summarily dismissed by professional
counsel without hearing by a screening panel. The respondent need not be advised or required to
respond to such informal complaint. OPC counsel shall notify the complainant of such dismissal stating
the reasons therefor. The complainant may appeal a summary dismissal by OPC counsel to the
Committee chair within 15 days after notification of the summary dismissal is mailed. The Committee
chair shall conduct a de novo review of the file, and either affirm the summary dismissal or require OPC
counsel to prepare a Notice of Informal Complaint for hearing by a screening panel. In the event of the
chair's recusal, the chair shall appoint one of the screening panel chairs to review and determine the
appeal.
(b) Proceedings before committee and screening panels.
(1) Review and investigation. A screening panel shall review all informal complaints referred to it
by OPC counsel, including all the facts developed by the informal complaint, answer, investigation and
hearing, and the recommendations of OPC counsel.
(2) Respondent's appearance. Before any action is taken which may result in the
recommendation of an admonition or the filing of a formal complaint, the screening panel shall, upon at
least 14 days notice, afford the respondent an opportunity to appear before the screening panel and
testify under oath, together with any witnesses called by the respondent, and to present an oral argument
with respect to the informal complaint. All testimony shall be recorded and preserved so long as
proceedings are pending, and in any event, not less than six months following the hearing. A written brief
may also be submitted to the screening panel by the respondent. The brief shall not exceed five pages in
length unless permission for enlargement is extended by the chair or the chair's delegate for good cause
shown. A copy of the brief shall be forwarded by OPC counsel to the complainant.
(3) Complainant's appearance. A complainant shall have the right to appear before the screening
panel personally and testify under oath, together with any witnesses called by the complainant, with
respect to the informal complaint or in opposition to the matters presented by the respondent. The
complainant may be represented by counsel or some other representative.
(4) The complainant and the respondent shall each have the right to be present during the
presentation of the evidence unless excluded by the screening panel chair for good cause shown.
(5) Screening panel determination. Upon review of all the facts developed by the informal
complaint, answer, investigation and hearing, the screening panel, in behalf of the Committee, shall make
one of the following determinations:
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(A) That the informal complaint does not raise facts in which there is probable cause to believe
that the respondent was engaged in unprofessional conduct, in which case, the informal complaint shall
be dismissed. OPC counsel shall promptly give notice of such dismissal by regular mail to the
complainant and the respondent.
(B) That a letter of caution may be issued. The letter shall be signed by OPC counsel or the
screening panel chair and shall serve as a guide for the future conduct of the respondent. Thereupon, the
informal complaint shall be dismissed, with the complainant and the respondent being notified of the
dismissal. The complainant shall also be confidentially notified of the caution.
(C) That a dismissal may be conditioned upon the performance by the respondent of specified
conduct which the Committee determines to be warranted by the facts and the Rules of Professional
Conduct.
(D) That the informal complaint be referred to the Committee chair with an accompanying
screening panel recommendation that the respondent be admonished. Such screening panel
recommendation shall be in writing and shall state the substance and nature of the informal complaint
and defenses and the basis upon which the screening panel has concluded, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the respondent should be admonished. A copy of such screening panel recommendation
shall be served upon the respondent prior to delivery of the recommendation to the Committee chair. The
Committee chair shall enter an order admonishing the respondent if no exception has been filed within
ten days of notice of the recommendation being provided to the respondent.
(E) That a formal complaint be filed against the respondent.
(6) In determining an appropriate sanction and only after having found unethical conduct, the
screening panel may consider any admonitions or greater discipline imposed upon the respondent within
the five years immediately preceding the alleged offense.
(7) Continuance of disciplinary proceedings. A disciplinary proceeding may be held in abeyance
by the Committee prior to the filing of a formal complaint when the allegations or the informal complaint
contain matters of substantial similarity to the material allegations of pending criminal or civil litigation in
which the respondent is involved.
(c) Admonitions. Within 10 days after notice of the recommendation of an admonition to the
Committee chair, the respondent may file with the Committee chair an exception to the recommendation
and may also, if desired, request a hearing. If a request for a hearing is made, the Committee chair, or a
screening panel chair designated by the Committee chair, shall proceed to hear the matter in an
expeditious manner, with OPC counsel and the respondent having the opportunity to be present. The
complainant's testimony may be read into the record. The complainant need not appear personally unless
called by the respondent as an adverse witness for purposes of cross examination. The respondent shall
have the burden of proof of showing that the recommendation is unreasonable, unsupported by
substantial evidence, arbitrary, capricious or otherwise clearly erroneous.
Rule 11. Proceedings subsequent to finding of probable cause.
(a) Commencement of action. In the event the screening panel finds probable cause to believe
that there are grounds for public discipline and that a formal complaint is merited, OPC counsel shall
prepare and file with the district court a formal complaint setting forth in plain and concise language the
facts upon which the charge of unprofessional conduct is based and the applicable provisions of the
Rules of Professional Conduct. The formal complaint shall be signed by the Committee chair or, in the
chair's absence, by any other Committee member.
(b) Venue. The action shall be brought and the trial shall be held in the county in which an alleged
offense occurred or in the county where the respondent resides or practices law or last practiced law in
Utah; provided, however, that if the respondent is not a resident of Utah and the alleged offense is not
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committed in Utah, the trial shall be held in a county designated by the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court.
(c) Style of proceedings. All proceedings instituted by the Office shall be styled "In the Matter of
the Discipline of (name of respondent and respondent's USB number), Respondent."
(d) Change of judge as a matter of right.
(1) Notice of change. The respondent or OPC counsel may, by filing a notice indicating the name
of the assigned judge, the date on which the formal complaint was filed, and that a good faith effort has
been made to serve all parties, change the judge assigned to the case. The notice shall not specify any
reason for the change of judge. The party filing the notice shall send a copy of the notice to the assigned
judge and to the presiding judge. The party filing the notice may request reassignment to another district
court judge from the same district or from another district, which request shall be granted. Under no
circumstances shall more than one change of judge be allowed to each party under this rule.
(2) Time. Unless extended by the court upon a showing of good cause, the notice must be filed
within 30 days after commencement of the action or prior to the notice of trial setting, whichever occurs
first. Failure to file a timely notice precludes any change of judge under this rule.
(3) Assignment of action. Upon the filing of a notice of change, the assigned judge shall take no
further action in the case. The presiding judge shall promptly determine whether the notice is proper and,
if so, shall reassign the action. If the presiding judge is also the assigned judge, the clerk shall promptly
send the notice to the Chief Justice, who shall determine whether the notice is proper and, if so, shall
reassign the action.
(4) Rule 63 and Rule 63a unaffected. This rule does not affect any rights a party may have
pursuant to Rule 63 or Rule 63A of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
(e) Actions tried to the bench; findings and conclusions. All actions tried according to these rules
shall be tried to the bench, and the district court shall enter findings of fact and conclusions of law. Neither
masters nor commissioners shall be utilized.
(f) Sanctions hearing. Upon a finding of misconduct and as soon as reasonably practicable, but
not more than 30 days after the district court enters its findings of fact and conclusions of law, it shall hold
a hearing to receive relevant evidence in aggravation and mitigation, and shall within five days thereafter,
enter an order sanctioning the respondent.
(g) Appeal. Any order of public discipline may be appealed to the Supreme Court pursuant to the
Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure.
Rule 12. Sanctions.
The imposition of sanctions against a respondent who has been found to have engaged in
misconduct shall be governed by the Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions.
Rule 13. Immunity.
Participants in proceedings conducted under these rules shall be entitled to the same protections
for statements made in the course of the proceedings as participants in judicial proceedings. The district
courts, Committee members, and Senior counsel and staff shall be immune from suit, except as provided
in Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 65A and 65B, for any conduct in the course of their official duties.
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Rule 14. Service.
(a) Service of formal complaint or other petition. Service of the formal complaint upon the
respondent in any disciplinary proceeding or the petition in any disability proceeding shall be made in
accordance with the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
(b) Service of other papers. Service of any other papers or notices required by these rules shall
be made in accordance with the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 15. Access to disciplinary information.
(a) Confidentiality. Prior to the filing of a formal complaint in a discipline matter, the proceeding is
confidential, except that the pendency, subject matter, and status of an investigation may be disclosed by
OPC counsel if the proceeding is based upon allegations that have been disseminated through the mass
media, or include either the conviction of a crime or reciprocal public discipline. The proceeding shall not
be deemed confidential to the extent:
(1) the respondent has waived confidentiality;
(2) there is a need to notify another person or organization, including the Client Security Fund, in
order to protect the public, the administration of justice, or the legal profession; or
(3) the information is required in a subsequent sanctions hearing.
(b) Public proceedings. Upon the filing of a formal complainl in a discipline matter or the filing of a
petition for reinstatement, the proceeding is public, except as provided in paragraph (d) below.
(c) Proceedings alleging disability. Proceedings for transfer to or from disability status are
confidential. All orders transferring a respondent to or from disability status are public.
(d) Protective order. In order to protect the interest of a complainant, witness, third party, or
respondent, the district court may, upon application of any person and for good cause shown, issue a
protective order prohibiting the disclosure of specific information and direct that the proceedings be
conducted so as to implement the order, including requiring that the hearing be conducted in such a way
as to preserve the confidentiality of the information that is the subject of the application.
(e) Request for nonpublic information. A request for nonpublic information, other than that
authorized for disclosure under paragraph (a), shall be denied unless:
(1) the request is made by the Board of Commissioners, any Bar committee or the Executive
Director of the Bar, and is required in the furtherance of their duties;
(2) the request is approved by OPC counsel; and
(3) there is compliance with the provisions of paragraphs (f) and (g) of this rule.
(f) Notice to respondent. Except as provided in paragraph (g), if the Committee decides to provide
nonpublic information requested pursuant to paragraph (e), and if the respondent has not signed a waiver
permitting the party requesting the information to obtain the nonpublic information, the respondent shall
be notified in writing at the respondent's last known office address of that information which has been
requested and by whom, together with a copy of the information proposed to be released. The notice
shall advise the respondent that the information shall be released at the end of 21 days following mailing
of the notice unless the respondent objects to the disclosure. If the respondent timely objects to the
disclosure, the information shall remain confidential unless the requesting party obtains a court order
authorizing its release.
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(g) Release without notice. If an otherwise authorized requesting party has not obtained a waiver
from the respondent to obtain nonpublic information, and requests that the information be released
without giving notice to the respondent, the requesting party shall certify that:
(1) the request is made in furtherance of an ongoing investigation into misconduct by the
respondent;
(2) the information is essential to that investigation; and
(3) disclosure of the existence of the investigation to the respondent would seriously prejudice
that investigation.
(h) Duty of participants. All participants in a proceeding under these rules shall conduct
themselves so as to maintain the confidentiality mandated by this rule.
Rule 16. Dissemination of disciplinary information.
(a) Notice to disciplinary agencies. OPC counsel shall transmit notice of public discipline,
transfers to or from disability status, reinstatements, readmissions, and certified copies of judgments of
conviction to the disciplinary enforcement agency of every other jurisdiction in which the respondent is
admitted, and to the National Discipline Data Bank maintained by the American Bar Association.
(b) Notice to the public. The Administrative Office of the Courts shall cause notices of suspension,
disbarment and transfer to disability status to be published in the Utah Bar Journal and in a newspaper of
general circulation in each judicial district within this state in which the respondent maintained an office for
the practice of law. In addition, OPC counsel shall request the presiding judge of the judicial district in
which the respondent maintained an office for the practice of law or presently resides and who was
transferred to disability status or who is otherwise unable to comply with the requirements of Rule 26 to
take such action under the provisions of Rule 27 as may be indicated in order to protect the interests of
the respondent and the respondent's clients.
(c) Notice to the courts. The Administrative Office of the Courts shall promptly transmit notices of
suspension, disbarment, reinstatement, readmission and transfer to or from disability status to all state
and federal courts in this state.
Rule 17. Additional rules of procedure.
(a) Proceedings governed by rules civil procedure, appellate procedure and evidence. Except as
otherwise provided in these rules, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the Utah Rules of Appellate
Procedure governing civil appeals, and the Utah Rules of Evidence, apply in formal discipline actions and
disability actions.
(b) Standard of proof. Formal complaints of misconduct, petitions for reinstatement and
readmission, and petitions for transfer to and from disability status shall be established by a
preponderance of the evidence. Motions for interim suspension pursuant to Rule 18 shall be established
by clear and convincing evidence.
(c) Burden of proof. The burden of proof in proceedings seeking discipline or transfer to disability
status is on OPC counsel. The burden of proof in proceedings seeking a reversal of a screening panel
recommendation of private discipline, reinstatement, readmission, or transfer from disability status is on
the respondent.
(d) Related pending litigation. Upon a showing of good cause, a formal action or a disability
proceeding may be stayed because of substantial similarity to the material allegations of a pending
criminal, civil, or disciplinary action.
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(e) Complainant's actions. Neither unwillingness of the complainant to prosecute an informal or
formal complaint, nor settlement or compromise between the complainant and the respondent, nor
restitution by the respondent, shall, in and of itself, justify abatement of disciplinary proceedings.
(f) Informal and formal complaints against members of office and board of commissioners. An
informal complaint filed against Senior counsel, OPC counsel's staff, or a member of the Board of
Commissioners, which, upon consideration of all factors, is determined by a chair of a screening panel to
be frivolous, unintelligible, or unsupported by fact or which does not raise the possibility of any
unprofessional conduct, shall be summarily dismissed by the screening panel chair without hearing by a
screening panel. The respondent need not be advised or required to respond to such informal complaint.
The chair of the screening panel shall notify the complainant of the summary dismissal stating the
reasons therefor. The complainant may appeal a summary dismissal by the chair of the screening panel
to the Committee chair within 15 days after notification of the summary dismissal is mailed. Upon appeal,
the Committee chair shall conduct a de novo review of the file, and either affirm or reverse the summary
dismissal. If the Committee chair reverses the summary dismissal on appeal, or if the screening panel
chair determines not to summarily dismiss the complaint, the Committee chair shall request that the
Supreme Court appoint a special counsel to present the case, and if necessary, a special screening
panel. In all other respects, the matter shall proceed in accordance with these rules.
Rule 18. Interim suspension for threat of harm.
(a) Transmittal of evidence. Upon receipt of sufficient evidence demonstrating that a lawyer
subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Supreme Court poses a substantial threat of irreparable harm
to the public and has either committed a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct or is under a
disability as herein defined, OPC counsel shall file a petition for interim suspension in the district court
and give notice in accordance with Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 65A.
(b) Immediate interim suspension. After conducting a hearing on the petition, the district court
may enter an order immediately suspending the respondent pending final disposition of a disciplinary
proceeding predicated upon the conduct causing the harm, or may order such other action as deemed
appropriate. In the event the order is entered:
(1) the district court may appoint a trustee, pursuant to Rule 27, to protect the interests of the
respondent's clients; and
(2) the Office may file a formal complaint in the district court without presenting the matter to a
screening panel.
(c) Notice to clients. A respondent suspended pursuant to paragraph (b) shall comply with the
notice requirements in Rule 26 as ordered by the district court.
(d) Motion for dissolution of interim suspension. On two days notice to OPC counsel, a
respondent suspended pursuant to paragraph (b) may appear and move for dissolution or modification of
the order of suspension, and in that event the motion shall be heard and determined as expeditiously as
the ends of justice require.
Rule 19. Lawyers convicted of a crime.
(a) Transmittal of judgment of conviction. The court in which a lawyer is convicted of a crime
which reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects
shall, within 30 days after the conviction, transmit a certified copy of the judgment of conviction to
disciplinary counsel OPC counsel.
(b) Motion for interim suspension. Upon being advised that a lawyer has been convicted of a
crime which reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other
respects, OPC counsel shall determine whether the crime warrants interim suspension. Upon a
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determination that the crime warrants interim suspension, OPC counsel shall file a formal complaint,
accompanied by the certified copy of the judgment of conviction, and concurrently file a motion for
immediate interim suspension. The respondent may assert any jurisdictional deficiency which establishes
that the interim suspension may not properly be ordered, such as that the crime does not reflect
adversely on the respondent's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects, or that the
respondent is not the individual convicted. If an order for interim suspension is not obtained, the formal
complaint shall be dismissed and OPC counsel shall process the matter like any other information coming
to the attention of the Office.
(c) Imposition. The district court shall place a respondent on interim suspension upon proof that
the respondent has been convicted of a crime which reflects adversely on the respondent's honesty,
trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects, regardless of the pendency of any appeal.
(d) Dissolution of interim suspension. Interim suspension may be dissolved as provided in Rule
18(d).
(e) Conviction as conclusive evidence. Except as provided in paragraph (b), a certified copy of a
judgment of conviction constitutes conclusive evidence that the respondent committed the crime.
(f) Automatic reinstatement from interim suspension upon reversal of conviction. If a respondent
suspended solely under the provisions of paragraph (c) demonstrates that the underlying conviction has
been reversed or vacated, the order for interim suspension shall be vacated and the respondent placed
on active status. The vacating of the interim suspension shall not automatically terminate any disciplinary
proceeding then pending against the respondent, the disposition of which shall be determined on the
basis of the available evidence other than conviction.
(g) Notice to clients and others of interim suspension. An interim suspension under this rule shall
constitute a suspension of the respondent for the purpose of Rule 26.
Rule 20. Discipline by consent.
(a) Prior to filing of formal complaint. A respondent against whom an informal complaint has been
filed may, prior to the filing of a formal complaint, tender a proposal for discipline by consent, including a
conditional admission to the informal complaint or portions thereof in exchange for a disciplinary sanction
in the form of an admonition, or supervised or unsupervised probation, and final disposition of the informal
complaint. The proposal shall be submitted to OPC counsel who shall forward the proposal to the chair of
the screening panel to which the case is assigned with a recommendation in favor of or opposed to the
proposal, and a statement of the basis for such recommendation. The screening panel chair shall either
approve or reject the proposal. If the proposal is approved, the screening panel chair shall forward the
proposal to the Committee chair for approval or rejection. If the proposal is approved by the Committee
chair, the sanction shall be imposed as provided in this rule. If the proposal is rejected by the screening
panel chair or the Committee chair, the proposal and admission shall be withdrawn and cannot be used
against the respondent in subsequent proceedings.
(b) After filing of formal complaint. A respondent against whom a formal complaint has been filed
may tender a conditional admission to the formal complaint or to a particular count thereof in exchange
for a stated form of discipline and final disposition of the formal complaint. The proposal shall be
submitted to OPC counsel, who shall then forward the proposal to the district court with a
recommendation in favor of or opposed to the proposal and a statement of the basis for such
recommendation. The district court shall either approve or reject the proposal. If the district court
approves the proposal and the stated form of discipline includes public discipline, it shall enter the
appropriate disciplinary order as provided in paragraph (e). If the district court rejects the proposal, the
proposal and admission shall be withdrawn and cannot be used against the respondent in subsequent
proceedings.
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(c) Order of discipline by consent. The final order of discipline by consent shall be predicated
upon:
(1) the informal complaint and any Notice of Informal Complaint if no formal complaint has been
filed;
(2) the formal complaint, if filed;
(3) the approved proposal for discipline by consent; and
(4) an affidavit of consent by the respondent to be disciplined.
(d) Affidavit of consent. A respondent whose proposal for discipline by consent has been
approved as provided in this rule, shall submit an affidavit to the Committee chair or the district court as
appropriate, consenting to the imposition of the approved disciplinary sanction and affirming that:
(1) the consent is freely and voluntarily entered;
(2) the respondent is not acting under coercion or duress;
(3) the respondent is fully aware-of the implications of submitting the consent;
(4) the respondent is aware that there is presently pending an investigation into, or proceeding
involving, allegations that there exist grounds for discipline, the nature of which shall be specifically set
forth;
(5) the respondent acknowledges that the material facts so alleged are true; and
(6) the respondent submits consent because the respondent knows that if an informal or formal
complaint were predicated upon the matters under investigation were filed, or the pending formal charges
were prosecuted, the respondent could not successfully defend against the charges upon which the
discipline is based.
(e) Imposition of discipline. If the discipline by consent is an admonition or unsupervised
probation, the Committee chair shall enter the order and impose the sanction as provided in these rules.
In all other cases, the chair shall file the affidavit of consent with the district court. The district court shall
enter the order disciplining the respondent in a manner it deems appropriate, which may include the
personal appearance of the respondent before the district court to receive the order of discipline.
Consensual orders of public discipline shall be reported in the Utah Bar Journal and shall include the
name of the respondent disciplined as provided in these rules.
Rule 21. Resignation with discipline pending.
(a) A respondent may resign from the Bar, prior to the adjudication of a pending complaint, with
the consent of the Supreme Court and upon such terms as the Supreme Court may impose for the
protection of the public.
(b) The respondent shall submit a sworn petition:
(1) admitting the facts upon which the allegations of misconduct are based;
(2) admitting that the facts constitute grounds for discipline;
(3) stating that the respondent's resignation is freely and voluntarily tendered and that it is
submitted without coercion or duress;
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(4) verifying that the respondent is fully aware of the implications of submitting the resignation;
(5) acknowledging that the discipline matter, the petition and the sanction shall be available to the
public and that a notice of the resignation shall be published in the Utah Bar Journal;
(6) agreeing to comply with these rules regarding notice to clients and return of clients' property;
and
(7) agreeing to comply with other orders of the court.
(c) A copy of the petition shall be submitted to OPC counsel. OPC counsel may, within 20 days,
object to the petition. If OPC counsel consents to the petition, the Supreme Court shall review the petition
and enter an appropriate order. If OPC counsel files a timely objection, the matter shall be set for hearing
in the district court. Within ten days after the hearing, the district court's findings of fact and conclusions of
law shall be transmitted to the Supreme Court for review and the entry of an appropriate order.
(d) If the Supreme Court accepts the resignation, it shall enter an order specifying the effective
date of the resignation. The order may include additional or alternative terms and conditions deemed
appropriate, including conditions precedent to readmission.
(e) A respondent whose resignation is accepted may not apply for readmission until five years
after the effective date of the resignation unless the Supreme Court orders otherwise in the order
accepting the resignation.
Rule 22. Reciprocal discipline.
(a) Duty to notify OPC counsel of discipline. Upon being publicly disciplined by another court,
another jurisdiction, or a regulatory body having disciplinary jurisdiction, a lawyer admitted to practice in
this state shall promptly inform OPC counsel of the discipline. Upon notification from any source that a
lawyer within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court has been publicly disciplined by another court, another
jurisdiction, or a regulatory body having disciplinary jurisdiction, OPC counsel shall obtain a certified copy
of the disciplinary order.
(b) Notice served upon lawyer. Upon receipt of a certified copy of an order demonstrating that a
lawyer admitted to practice in this state has been publicly disciplined by another court, another
jurisdiction, or a regulatory body having disciplinary jurisdiction, OPC counsel shall forthwith issue a
notice directed to the lawyer containing:
(1) a copy of the order from the other court, jurisdiction or regulatory body; and
(2) a notice giving the lawyer the right to inform OPC counsel, within 30 days from service of the
notice, of any claim by the lawyer predicated upon the grounds set forth in paragraph (d), that the
imposition of the equivalent discipline in this state would be unwarranted and stating the reasons for that
claim.
(c) Effect of stay of discipline in other jurisdiction. In the event the discipline imposed in the other
court, jurisdiction or regulatory body has been stayed, any reciprocal discipline imposed in this state shall
be deferred until the stay expires.
(d) Discipline to be imposed. Upon the expiration of 30 days from service of the notice pursuant to
paragraph (b), the district court shall take such action as may be appropriate to cause the equivalent
discipline to be imposed in this jurisdiction, unless it clearly appears upon the face of the record from
which the discipline is predicated that:
(1) the procedure was so lacking in notice or opportunity to be heard as to constitute a deprivation
of due process;
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(2) the imposition of equivalent discipline would result in grave injustice; or
(3) the misconduct established warrants substantially different discipline in this state or is not
misconduct in this jurisdiction.
If the district court determines that any of these elements exist, it shall enter such other order as it deems
appropriate. The burden is on the respondent to demonstrate that the imposition of equivalent discipline is
not appropriate.
(e) Conclusiveness of adjudication in other jurisdictions. In all other aspects, a final adjudication
of the other court, jurisdiction or regulatory body that a respondent has been guilty of misconduct shall
establish conclusively the misconduct for purposes of a disciplinary proceeding in this state.
Rule 23. Proceedings in which lawyer is declared to be incompetent or alleged to be incapacitated.
(a) Involuntary commitment or adjudication of incompetency. If a lawyer has been judicially
declared incompetent or is involuntarily committed on the grounds of incompetency, OPC counsel, upon
proper proof of the fact, shall file a petition with the district court for the immediate transfer of the lawyer to
disability status for an indefinite period until further order of the district court. A copy of the order shall be
served by OPC counsel upon the lawyer, the lawyer's guardian, or the director of the institution to which
the lawyer has been committed.
(b) Inability to properly defend. If a lawyer alleges in the course of a disciplinary proceeding an
inability to assist in the defense due to mental or physical incapacity, the district court shall immediately
transfer the lawyer to disability status pending determination of the incapacity.
(1) If the district court determines the claim of inability to defend is valid, the disciplinary
proceeding shall be deferred and the lawyer retained on disability status until the district court
subsequently considers a petition for transfer of the lawyer to active status. If the district court considering
the petition for transfer to active status determines the petition should be granted, the interrupted
disciplinary proceedings may resume.
(2) If the district court determines the claim of incapacity to defend to be invalid, the disciplinary
proceeding shall resume.
(c) Proceedings to determine incapacity. Information relating to a lawyer's physical or mental
condition which adversely affects the lawyer's ability to practice law shall be investigated, and where
warranted, shall be the subject of formal proceedings to determine whether the lawyer shall be
transferred to disability status. Hearings shall be conducted in the same manner as disciplinary
proceedings, except that all of the proceedings shall be confidential. The district court shall provide for
such notice to the lawyer of proceedings in the matter as it deems proper and advisable and may appoint
counsel to represent the lawyer if the lawyer is without adequate representation. The district court may
take or direct whatever action it deems necessary or proper to determine whether the lawyer is so
incapacitated, including the examination of the lawyer by qualified experts designated by the district court.
If, upon due consideration of the matter, the district court concludes that the lawyer is incapacitated from
continuing to practice law, it shall enter an order transferring the lawyer to disability status for an indefinite
period and until the further order of the district court. Any pending disciplinary proceedings against the
lawyer shall be held in abeyance.
(d) Reinstatement from disability status.
(1) Court order. No lawyer transferred to disability status may resume active status except by
order of the district court.
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(2) Petition. Any lawyer transferred to disability status shall be entitled to petition for transfer to
active status once a year, or at whatever shorter intervals the district court may direct in the order
transferring the lawyer to disability status or any modifications thereof.
(3) Examination. Upon the filing of a petition for transfer to active status, the district court may
take or direct whatever action it deems necessary or proper to determine whether the disability has been
removed, including a direction for an examination of the lawyer by qualified experts designated by the
district court. In its discretion, the district court may direct that the expense of the examination be paid by
the lawyer.
(4) Waiver of privilege. With the filing of a petition for reinstatement to active status, the lawyer
shall be required to disclose the name of each psychiatrist, psychologist, physician or other health care
provider and hospital or other institution by whom or in which the lawyer has been examined or treated
related to the disability since the transfer to disability status. The lawyer shall furnish written consent to
each listed provider to divulge information and records relating to the disability if requested by the district
court or district court's appointed experts.
(5) Learning in law; bar examination. The district court may also direct that the lawyer establish
proof of competence and learning in law, which proof may include certification by the Bar examiners of
successful completion of an examination for admission to practice.
(6) Granting petition for transfer to active status. The district court shall grant the petition for
transfer to active status upon a showing by clear and convincing evidence that the disability has been
removed.
(7) Judicial declaration of competence. If a lawyer transferred to disability status on the basis of a
judicial determination of incompetence is subsequently judicially declared to be competent, the district
court may dispense with further evidence that the lawyer's disability has been removed and may
immediately order the lawyer's reinstatement to active status upon terms as are deemed proper and
advisable.
Rule 24. Reinstatement following a suspension of six months or less.
A respondent who has been suspended for six months or less pursuant to disciplinary
proceedings shall be reinstated at the end of the period of suspension upon filing with the district court
and serving upon OPC counsel an affidavit stating that the respondent has fully complied with the
requirements of the suspension order. Within 10 days, OPC counsel may file an objection and thereafter
the district court shall conduct a hearing.
Rule 25. Reinstatement following a suspension of more than six months; readmission.
(a) Generally. A respondent suspended for more than six months or a disbarred respondent shall
be reinstated or readmitted only upon order of the district court. No respondent may petition for
reinstatement until three months before the period for suspension has expired. No respondent may
petition for readmission until five years after the effective date of disbarment. A respondent who has been
placed on interim suspension and is then disbarred for the same misconduct that was the ground for the
interim suspension may petition for readmission at the expiration of five years from the effective date of
the interim suspension.
(b) Petition. A petition for reinstatement or readmission shall be verified, filed with the district
court, and shall specify with particularity the manner in which the respondent meets each of the criteria
specified in paragraph (e) or, if not, why there is otherwise good and sufficient reason for reinstatement or
readmission. Unless abated by the district court, the petition must be accompanied by an advance cost
deposit in the amount set from time to time by the Board of Commissioners to cover anticipated costs of
the proceeding. Prior to or as part of the respondent's petition, the respondent may request modification
or abatement of conditions of discipline, reinstatement or readmission.
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(c) Service of petition. The respondent shall serve a copy of the petition upon OPC counsel.
(d) Publication of notice of petition. At the time a respondent files a petition for reinstatement or
readmission, OPC counsel shall publish a notice of the petition in the Utah Bar Journal. The notice shall
inform members of the Bar about the application for reinstatement or readmission, and shall request that
any individuals file notice of their opposition or concurrence with the district court within 30 days of the
date of publication. In addition, OPC counsel shall notify each complainant in the disciplinary proceeding
that led to the respondent's suspension or disbarment that the respondent is applying for reinstatement or
readmission, and shall inform each complainant that the complainant has 30 days from the date of
mailing to raise objections to or to support the respondent's petition. Notice shall be mailed to the last
known address of each complainant in OPC counsel's records.
(e) Criteria for reinstatement and readmission. A respondent may be reinstated or readmitted only
if the respondent meets each of the following criteria, or, if not, presents good and sufficient reason why
the respondent should nevertheless be reinstated or readmitted:
(1) The respondent has fully complied with the terms and conditions of all prior disciplinary orders
except to the extent they are abated by the district court.
(2) The respondent has not engaged nor attempted to engage in the unauthorized practice of Jaw
during the period of suspension or disbarment.
(3) If the respondent was suffering from a physical or mental disability or impairment which was a
causative factor of the respondent's misconduct, including substance abuse, the disability or impairment
has been removed. Where substance abuse was a causative factor in the respondent's misconduct, the
respondent shall not be reinstated or readmitted unless:
(A) the respondent has recovered from the substance abuse as demonstrated by a meaningful
and sustained period of successful rehabilitation;
(B) the respondent has abstained from the use of the abused substance and the unlawful use of
controlled substances for the preceding six months; and
(C) the respondent is likely to continue to abstain from the substance abused and the unlawful
use of controlled substances.
(4) Notwithstanding the conduct for which the respondent was disciplined, the respondent has the
requisite honesty and integrity to practice law. In readmission cases, the respondent must appear before
the Bar's Character and Fitness Committee and cooperate in its investigation of the respondent. A copy of
the Character and Fitness Committee's report and recommendation shall be forwarded to the district court
assigned to the petition.
(5) The respondent has kept informed about recent developments in the law and is competent to
practice.
(6) In cases of suspensions for one year or more, the respondent shall be required to pass the
Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination.
(7) In all cases of disbarment, the respondent shall be required to pass the student applicant bar
examination and the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination.
(f) Review of petition. Within 60 days after receiving a respondent's petition for reinstatement or
readmission, OPC counsel shall either:
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(1) advise the respondent and the district court that OPC counsel will stipulate to the respondent's
reinstatement or readmission; or
(2) file a written objection to the petition.
(g) Hearing; report. If an objection is filed by OPC counsel, the district court shall, within 90 days
of the filing of the petition, conduct a hearing at which the respondent shall have the burden of
demonstrating by a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent has met each of the criteria in
paragraph (e) or, if not, that there is good and sufficient reason why the respondent should nevertheless
be reinstated or readmitted. The district court shall enter its findings and order. If no objection is filed by
OPC counsel, the district court shall review the petition without a hearing and enter its findings and order.
(h) Successive petitions. Unless otherwise ordered by the district court, no respondent shall apply
for reinstatement or readmission within one year following an adverse judgment upon a petition for
reinstatement or readmission.
(i) Conditions of reinstatement or readmission. The district court may impose conditions on a
respondent's reinstatement or readmission if the respondent has met the burden of proof justifying
reinstatement or readmission, but the district court reasonably believes that further precautions should be
taken to ensure that the public will be protected upon the respondent's return to practice.
(j) Reciprocal reinstatement or readmission. If a respondent has been suspended or disbarred
solely on the basis of discipline imposed by another court, another jurisdiction, or a regulatory body
having disciplinary jurisdiction, and if the respondent is later reinstated or readmitted by that court,
jurisdiction or regulatory body, the respondent may petition for reciprocal reinstatement or readmission in
this state. The respondent shall file with the district court and serve upon OPC counsel a petition for
reciprocal reinstatement or readmission, as the case may be. The petition shall include a certified or
otherwise authenticated copy of the order of reinstatement or readmission from the other court,
jurisdiction or regulatory body. Within 20 days of service of the petition, OPC counsel may file an
objection thereto based solely upon substantial procedural irregularities. If an objection is filed, the district
court shall hold a hearing and enter its findings and order. If no objection is filed, the district court shall
enter its order based upon the petition.
Rule 26. Notice of disability or suspension; return of clients1 property; refund of unearned fees.
(a) Effective date of order; winding up affairs. Each order that imposes disbarment or suspension
is effective 30 days after the date of the order, or at such other time as the order provides. Each order
that transfers a respondent to disability status is effective immediately upon the date of the order, unless
the order otherwise provides. After the entry of any order of disbarment, suspension, or transfer to
disability status, the respondent shall not accept any new retainer or employment as a lawyer in any new
case or legal matter; provided, however, that during any period between the date of entry of an order and
its effective date, the respondent may, with the consent of the client after full disclosure, wind up or
complete any matters pending on the date of entry of the order.
(b) Notice to clients and others. In every case in which a respondent is disbarred or suspended
for more than six months, the respondent shall, within 20 days of the entry of the order, accomplish the
following acts:
(1) Notify each client and any co-counsel in every pending legal matter, litigation and nonlitigation, that the respondent has been disbarred or suspended from the practice of law and is
disqualified from further participation in the matter;
(2) Notify each client that, in the absence of co-counsel, the client should obtain a new lawyer,
calling attention to the urgency to seek new counsel, particularly in pending litigation;
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(3) Deliver to every client any papers or other property to which the client is entitled or, if delivery
cannot reasonably be made, make arrangements satisfactory to the client or co-counsel of a reasonable
time and place where papers and other property may be obtained, calling attention to any urgency to
obtain the same;
(4) Refund any part of any fee paid in advance that has not been earned as of the effective date
of the discipline;
(5) In each matter pending before a court, agency or tribunal, notify opposing counsel or, in the
absence of counsel, the adverse party, of the respondent's disbarment or suspension and consequent
disqualification to further participate as a lawyer in the matter;
(6) File with the court, agency or tribunal before which any matter is pending a copy of the notice
given to opposing counsel or to an adverse parly; and
(7) Within 10 days after the effective date of disbarment or suspension, file an affidavit with OPC
counsel showing complete performance of the foregoing requirements of this rule. The respondent shall
keep and maintain for inspection by OPC counsel all records of the steps taken to accomplish the
requirements of this rule.
(c) Lien Any attorney's lien for services rendered which are not tainted by reason of disbarment or
suspension shall not be rendered invalid merely because of the order of discipline.
(d) Other notice. If a respondent is suspended for six months or less, the district court may
impose conditions similar to those set out in paragraph (b). In any public disciplinary matter, the district
court may also require the issuance of notice to others as it deems necessary to protect the interests of
clients or the public.
(e) Compliance. Substantial compliance with the provisions of paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) shall be
a precondition for reinstatement or readmission. Willful failure to comply with paragraphs (a), (b) and (d)
shall constitute contempt of court and may be punished as such or by further disciplinary action.
Rule 27. Appointment of trustee to protect clients' interest when lawyer disappears, dies, is
suspended or disbarred, or is transferred to disability status.
(a) Protective appointment of trustee. If a lawyer has disappeared or died, or if a respondent has
been suspended or disbarred or transferred to disability status, and if there is evidence that the lawyer or
respondent has not complied with the provisions of Rule 26 and no partner, executor, or other responsible
party capable of conducting the lawyer's or respondent's affairs is known to exist, a district judge of the
judicial district in which the lawyer or respondent maintained a principal office, upon the request of OPC
counsel, may appoint a trustee to inventory the lawyer's or respondent's files, notify the lawyer's or
respondent's clients, distribute the files to the clients, return unearned fees and other funds, and take any
additional action authorized by the judge making the appointment.
(b) Confidentiality. No attorney-client relationship exists between the client and the trustee except
to the extent necessary to maintain and preserve the confidentiality of the client. The trustee shall not
disclose any information contained in the files so inventoried without the consent of the client to whom
such files relate, except as necessary to carry out the order of the court making the appointment.
Rule 28. Appeal by complainant.
The complainant shall not have a right of appeal, except as provided in Rule 10(a)(6) to appeal a
summary dismissal of an informal complaint.
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Rule 29. Statute of limitations.
Proceedings under these rules shall be commenced within four years of the discovery of the acts
allegedly constituting a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct.
Rule 30. Costs.
(a) Assessment. OPC counsel prevailing after a hearing on a formal complaint shall be awarded
judgment for costs unless the court otherwise directs. The respondent shall not be entitled to costs.
(b) Offer of discipline by consent. OPC counsel shall not be deemed to have prevailed on any
count in the formal complaint unless the sanction imposed exceeds any sanction to which the respondent
conditionally consented under Rule 20(b) prior to the hearing.
(c) Disability cases. Costs shall not be awarded in disability cases.
Rule 31. Noncompliance with chiid support order, child visitation order, subpoena or order
relating to paternity or child support proceeding.
(a) Upon entry of an order holding a lawyer in contempt for the lawyer's noncompliance with a
child support order child visitation order; or a subpoena or order relating to a paternity or child support
proceeding, a district court may suspend the lawyer's license to engage in the practice of law consistent
with Utah Code Section 78-32-17 and, if suspended, shall also impose conditions of reinstatement.
(b) In the event a district court suspends a lawyer's license to engage in the practice of law, the
court shall provide a copy of the order to the Office of Professional Conduct.
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78-27-56. Attorney's fees - Award where action or defense in bad faith Exceptions. (1) In civil actions, the court shall award reasonable attorney's fees to a
prevailing party if the court determines that the action or defense to the action was
without merit and not brought or asserted in good faith, except under Subsection (2).
(2) The court, in its discretion, may award no fees or limited fees against a party under
Subsection (1), but only if the court:
(a) finds the party has filed an affidavit of impecuniosity in the action before the court; or
(b) the court enters in the record the reason for not awarding fees under the provisions
of Subsection (1).
Amended by Chapter 92,1988 General Session

